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ABSTRT\ET

In some nearly magnetic dihlte alloys, in which ttre host and iqlurity
are trantsition aeltal's of siruilar electronie slructure, the thetrnopovr,er is
observed. to fom a rtgi,ant" greak at about the spin fluetuation temperature
T-- deduced frorn resistLvity rneasureruents. T\ro explanatiolrs for thesest
6leaks h-ave bee-n pos'tulatedr the f,irst is ttrat, tlre pealos arre a diffusion
thennoStower ee&Eonent involving scattering off -Localized sBin :fhaetuetions
(fSF) at t-he impurity sites; the second is that ttrey are an LgF' drag effect.

lle exarnine th.e tlietnopow,er aud resiEti\rity of trrrc nearly nagmetic al1oy
systemsr Rh(Be) and Pt(Wi).

In tlrB first part of tttis ttrresis l're deseribe ineasurements of the lqr
ten4rerature thernropower and resistivity of several Rh(Fe) alloys to clariflr
discrepancie,s in pre\rious !4ea€uremer.rts alrd we show. by using a nodified
Nordhein-Goleter analysis, ttrat the observ,ed tlrer:1rc'polver peaks are a diffusion
arrd not a drag effect.

In ttre secsnd part of the theEis we descrlbe meas,urements of the lo-rt

ternBerature tbocrropow,er andl re,sistivity of Ft (l$i) , for which no previoue data
had been avaiLable. Ehe Pt(Ni) sarqrles alre maJlufaetured as thin, evaporated
f:il-ns on glass srrtigtrates. Elowever, due to Lhe difficulty ensgr:nt.ered in
colltrolling Ghe ver.y high :residual resistivity of these samples; iv€ are not
able to draw tlefini.te conclusions regarcilng ei-ther the the:nnoprower or the

resietivityn.
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INTRODUCTION

The first part of this thesis is concerned with the long-standing problem

of the thermopower of dilute Rh(Fe) alloys at l-ow temperatures. The oustanding
problems, which we successfully resolve, are as follows:

The temperature at which a "giant", negative peak has been observed

to occur has not been certain-
The concentration-dependence of the peak magmitude is apparently
opposite to that observed in the similar LSF al1oys Pd(Ni) and Ir(Fe).
The mechanism responsibLe for the peak could either be a diffusion
effect or a spin fluctuation drag effect, the latter proposed by

Kaiser (1976).

In Chapter Ole we discuss magrnetic and nearly magnetic impurities in
metals. A quasi-historical account is given which forms the basis of a

discussion of l-ocalized spin fluctuations and their effect upon the

resistivity of alloys contaj-ning nearly magmetic irnpurities.

In Chapter 1\llo hre present a discussion of the thermopower of alloys
with transition metal impurities, concluding with €rn account of spin
fluctuation drag thermopower.

Pertinent experimental details are described in Chapter Three. We

descri-be the design of cryostats for measuring the thermopovrer and resistivit-
of wire samples and present an account of the measurement process.

The analysis of experimental data is described in Chapter Four, in
which we mod.ify the traditional Nordheim-Gorter RuIe for the addition of
diffusion thermopowers so that it is capable of application in the case of
samples whose host residual resistivity is not constant from sample-to-sample,
the latter condition being necessary for the application of the traditional
Nordheinr-Gorter Relation. In fact we deliberately alter the host residual
resistivity as part of our method to distinguish diffusion and drag

mechanisms. We review previously published data on the resistivity and

thermopower of Pd(Ni), Ir(Fe) and Rh(Fe) and conclude the first part of
the thesis with an analysis of our Rh(Fe) resistivity and thermopower data,
by which means we resolve the problems mentioned previously, showing that
the observed thermpower peaks are a diffusion and not a drag effect.
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[u the se'qond trra:rt of the Eliesis we dtssctibe the rnartufacture and t$e

low tenperature me-asurements sf, the resl,stivitlz anel ttrercptlr,*ec of ttrin
film sarpl€s of Pa('lri). tfe corapaJre the'se {leasuremeqts wi.t}r t}o.ee of wire
samples sf Ft,(Nl). As PttNi) shoulil be an a11oy of ttre LSF Qpe its
resl,stlvity and tlLeanopowar shou-Ld have sinrilar ctr"aracteristie.s to those

sf other IrSF alJ.oys. We seek tc do- tllree things:

1) Detemine T=, frm tbe resi-stiwity measurenents.

2) .Ipok fer possiSle fea:tures in the thennoSnwer eoEnected wittt I€!' at
the Ni tnpurity sites,

3) f.f visib'Ie, deterrnine whether thdse features are a diff,usion sr a

spin fluctuation drag effect, as we do in the first part of ttre ttresis.

Eowev'er, physioal eharaeteristics such as tlre re.sidual resistilvity of
ttre fiJ:ns prove to be dif,f,icult to control and we are unabXe to achieve our

obj'eatives rr,ith tih-erse sqrqples. Definitlve resistivity andl thermoSrowe:r data

on Pt(Ni) fj.lng have yet to appear.
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Chapter One

THE FORMATTON OF I,OCA], MAGNETIC MOMENTS

1.1 Freidelrs Virtual Bound State

To visualize Freidelrs concept, let us add a transition metal

impurity, characterized by an incomplete d-shell, to a metal host whose

electronic states are approximated by the free electron gas model. Let

us suppose that the energy of the irnpurity d-level fies within approxinately
k-T of the Fermi level E- of the host so that it can contribute to the

b -t'

electronic properties of the alloy. We find that the conduction electrons
mix with the d-electrons to broaden the d-level. ff the d-level was

buried well down below the conduction band it would not be able to interact
with the conduction electrons at all and hence would have an infinite life-
time. It would be a bound state characterized by an infinitely narrovv

energiy width. With the former case a conduction electron can temporarily
occupy the vacant d-state and escape again into the conduction band states
that are near to it in energry. The lifetime of the state is thus linited
and hence it is broadened in energy. It is not a bound state but a

virtually bound state (VBS), after Freidel (1958) who first introduced the

concept.

The energ:y of ttre VBS in a particular host is determined by the excess

charge AZ on the impurity since the Fermi leve1 of the host remains

unchanged (charge neutrality condition). The effect of this may be seen as

we consider a succession of 3-d impurities in a simple metal host, for
example, A1. There is room for 2 x (21 + 1) = 10 electrons of both spins

in a d-Ievel. Hence when AZ = 5 we would expect the VBS to ocsur at Eo

where half of the d-states are on either side of 8',.

hoLes

ened eLechons
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Thi's situatl.on is net in AI(Cr) with atomic Cr having 5 d-electrons. Now,

since the IIBS is at E"r the maxinrlnr m$e:r of cortduction eleatrons can

interaet with (eeatter off) the \rBS and hence tlre residual restlviQr wiIJ-

be a maxinurn, with 3-d elenents to the Left o.f Cr (Au<5) and to the right
(AZ>5) having a srraller residual resistivity as the VBS is comespondingly
above and below 8".

Az< s <- AZ= 5 4 AZ> 5

E

AL(Ti) At( v) AL(Cr) AL(Mn) ALFe)

rn terms of conduetion electron phase strifts, 6e=Ltor Cr, when the VBs

j.s at the Er.

Nrrw, iR adetition * *" broadenj-ng of, tlre d-levetrs sf, the inpurity
by s-cl mixing, tlrey are also slllit into sBin up and spin dovnr comSnnents

separated in energy. as fol-lows. $ince parallel spin eJ-ectrons are kept
apart as a eonseguence of the pauli Frinciple it foLlor{s that op5losite

spin electrons are able to apBr.oach more closely and heoce oqnrience a

greater CouLornb repulsion U :rbove ttrat felt betlCeen paralJ.el spin
e.1e,eLiojis. tlence spin up and spin dor*n \ts:S c€mB.onents differ in energy by

U where U depends upon the number of electrons in the d-treve1.

,m

u W
,m

W
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I'rom the di.agreu it sari irunedi-ately be seen that there are Ro.w more spin
up electrons than spi-n doirn ones. Hen.ce there i_s nmr a n-ett nagnetic
moment on tl're iqfruritli'. By nagnetic mornent we nean the susceBtib,iflt-y I
now has a Curie-Wel"ss tenperatuxerdellendent compc,nent.

rf ttre width f of, the vtss, oo$ponents is greater tllan u the spin up
and spin down sotrlBotants ooalesce j.nto a notr-nagitlttic Etate where the
averiage occr4ratiorr of both states is the sane. r depends oD the Eermi
energqz. In the case of iul .A1 host (Er - 12 eV) F is cuch that tlre 3_d
inpurit:ies are noh-magneti,c. wittr a cu host hqnrever with E" - 7 ev we
filld tlrat' cr, !!n and x'e are magrretic whe,reas Ni and Co: are not silrae tlie
number of d-electronc is too srrall for tD.I.

As az i4ereases acro€s tlle 3-d row two vBS will cross :the lreryd level.
Ae a resur-t we rnalt erpect a gllot oJ residual resistivity vs. atomic ndJer
to exhiblt two naxi:ue. cf. AL(3d) with one broad naximtm centred about al(crr).
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Ar (3d)

V Cr Mn Fe CoNi [u ZnGa Ti VCrMnFeCoNi

Residual resistivities for 3-d impurities in A1 and Cu (After
Freidel).

L-2 Andersonrs Model

Anderson (I96f) put Freidelrs qualitative ideas on a more quantitative
footing. Anderson's approach to the causes of local moment formation was to
assume a local moment exists and to consider the conditions under which it
can survive.

Anderson's model for the electronic states of the alloy system is
appropriate for impurity atoms with an unfilled or partly filled d-shell in
a host whose eonduction band states are extended e.g. a sea of s-electrons.
We shall only consider 3d transition-metaf impurities i.e. Fe group, in this
discussion.

Since $te assume a local moment exists the spin up d-state will be full,
and at an energD/ E below the Fermi level, and a spin down electron attempting
to occupy it will feel the full Coulomb repulsion U between it and the

electron (op) already on the impurity. It can only occupy a state whose

energy is E + U, which is empty since we assume a local moment exists already,
and hence must lie above E-.

Now, the conduction electrons can mix with the electrons in the local
d-Ievel and cause that state to become broadened. The effective number of
spin up electrons has been reduced since it can "escape" temporarily into
the cond.uction band. Similarly the broadening of the spin down state allows
it to become partially filled, since the broadened state no$r overlaps the

Fermi level, and hence increase the number of spin down electrons. This

Ti
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has the effect of decreasing the repulsion U. The energy of the spin up

state moves up and that of the spin down state moves down. If the s-d
mixing is sufficiently strong, the states will eventually coalesce, the

occupancy of both states will be equal and the moment cannot be maintained.

Before mixing After

J

t
E

\/// /
\

(e) l
flG)l

rntxtn0
l-Jt

+[J

+u(n
vBs r

vidth 2 a

eG) 1

Calculation of the energry shifts of the spin up and down states depends

upon the nunibers of up and down electrons which is computed from the

shaded areas of the (what turn out to be) virtual bound statesr below Er.
As the nrunber of electrons, in turn, depends upon the energy shifts the

calculation must be performed self-consistently, the solution of which

leads to a transition curve where there appears to be a sharp transition
from magnetic to non-magmetic behaviour,

Regions of Magneiic

and Non -magnetic

Behaviour

^lu

The transition curve is given by

upd (EF) - I
where pd(EF) is the density of impurity d-states for both spins. Now when

Er-E)/u

Non-rnaqnetic

1/T

D
Magneiic ./,4

nA<U (and (er-e) /U is about the rniddle of the curve) the impurity will be
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magnetic. We can see that the condition for magrnetism depends more

critically upon A/U than (n_ - E)/v.
.r'

As in Freidelrs picture the A1-3d system is non-magnetic as is Cu-Ni

and Cu-Co.

The maginetic limit of Anderson's model has been shown by Schrieffer and

wolff (f966) to be equivalent to the exchange Hamiltonian of Kond.o (l-964).
Kond.o made the first successful effort to understand the cause of the
resistance minimum which appe€rrs in many dilute alloys with transition
metal impurities. It was already knovrn that the resistance minimum was

associated with the impurities and not a property of the metal itself.
Kondo's approach was to assume a local spin 3 on the impurity which
interacted with the conductj-on electrons of the host, with spin !, via an

exchange interaction J. J riras assumed to be -ve i.e. anti-ferrornagnetic,
coupling spins of opposite sign. Kondo's Hamiltonian was

H = -.r 3.!

calculations using this Hamiltonian, going beyond first order Born

approximation, gave a logarithmic resistivity term of the form

P = Po(L + 2J N(EF) rn fi. I
K

where go is a constant and N(EF) is the conduction electron density of
states per spin per host atom at the 8". T* is at present simply a

parameter in the theory. This logarithmic term, when added to ttre electron-
phonon resistivity, gives the observed resistance minimum.

From the start it was obvious that as T -r o the resistivity diverged
to infinity. Experimentally this is not observed in metals or alloys
suggesting that something was happening to the impurity spin below the
characteristic temperature TK. It is generally thought that below T* there
exists a quasi-bound state where the loca1 moment surround.s itself with a

compensating cloud of conduction electrons of opposite spin to itself thus
eventually canceling the moment compretely at r = o. This is commonly

referred to as the Nagaoka bound state after Nagaoka (L967) who, Ermong

others, posturated the existence of such a state thus removing the
difficulty posed by Kondo's treatment. The Kondo temperature is defined as
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r- I IrK = rF ""n L .llrorll

where 1'- = E-/K-
If'IJ

It has been shown (Anderson L973i Wilson L974) that below T* the

exchange "constant" J tends to infinity hence as we reduce T to below T*

the impurity spin traps a conduction electron of opposite spin and is
locked into a singlet state i.e. S = O. For an infinite -ve J the impurity
traps a conduction electron of opposite spin and is thereby locked into a

singlet state of zero nett spin. Any attempt to break the singlet by trans-
ferring an electron in or out of the inpurity site takes an infinite amount

of energy. That particular impurity is thus out of the way as far as

exchange scattering is concerned. For the conduction electrons it acts as

a non-magnetic, infinitely repulsive impurity and hence we have Nagaokars

bound. state. It turns out that the residual resistivity (i.e. the

resistivity at T = O) has a maximum value which is uniquely related to AZ.

This maximum value is called the unitarity limit (where the conduction

electron phase shift is r/2) and it is believed that this limit is approached

in all Kondo systems as T t O. Nozidres (1974) calculated the resistivity
below T,. and found that it approached T = O as I - ur-2. Experimentally,

K

Cu(Fe) is found to have a -ve Tz dependence at low temperatures (Star et aL.

1972) .

The Non-magnetic Limit

Rather than the true non-magnetic limit, far from the transition curve,

we shall consider rather the nearly-magnetic case close to the transition
curve.

An alloy , such as Al(Mn), which does not possess an impurity
susceptibility of Curie-Weiss form at low temperatures (although the

susceptibility is enhanced above that in the host due to the presence of a

VBS near the Fermi level), due to the average occupation of the spin up and

down virtual states being the sanne, has a resistivity reminiscent of magnetic

scattering i.e. resistivj-ty decreasing with increasing temperature from T = O

as in Kondo alloys. Although the irnpurity possesses no permanent local
moment there can be a nett instantaneous moment which is periodically
destroyed by s - d mixing with the conduction electrons i.e. if the impurity
has an unpaired d-electron an electron of opposite spin can hop onto the

impurity and reduce the spin to zero. Thus the impurity spin fluctuates

between spin up (L/2) and zero. This is termed a localized spin fluctuation-
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Observed for a long enough period of time the VBS appears to have an equal
number of spin up and down electrons so the inpurity appears non-magrretic.
When the nett impurity spin fluctuates at a greater rate than it would due

to therma] fluctuations alone the impurity appears non-magnetic. At
higher temperature where many thermaL fluctuations occur in the time
occupied by one spin fluctuation, the impurity behaves as well defined local
moment i.e. the conduction electron retains its spin between one impurity
and another and so it "sees" the impurity as magrnetic. If the conduction
electron has its spin changed by some other scattering process between
collisions with the inpurities it will see the irnpurity as non-magmetic;
the scattering does not depend on the spin. So a local moment can only be

observed above a certain characteristic temperature i.e. TK. This is the
view taken by Rivier and Zlatic (L972) who assume that the appearance of a

logarithmic term in their localized spin fluctuation resistivity calculations
implies a magrnetic moment at the impurity. Anderson (1968) supports this
point of view.

With some alloys previously thought to be non-magnetic, such as A1(l4n)

and Cu(Ni) ' it has been shown that at higher temperatures a split \IBS appears
implying the existence of a local moment (Gruner L972t Kaiser and Gilberd
L976). Cooper and lailjak i1976) , while not actualty observing a Curie-Weiss
1aw in X(T) in AI(Mn), conclude that there is evidence for such a behaviour
although experimentally the law is masked by changes in tJ.e X(T) of Al upon

alloying and the changes in thermal expansion of A1, which causes TK to
change, reducing the temperature - dependence of X.

1.3 Wo]ff lvlodel lVol-ff ( tg6t)

Wolff's approach to the problem of local moment formation was to
consider the alloy's electronic states as a one-band model which was

equivalent to assuming that the wave function on the impurity is similar to
those of the host conduction electrons. The impurity is represented by a

potentiar v which was aLLowed to be spin-dependent. rf v for spin up

electrons is different from V for spin down electrons then a local moment

exists on the inpurity. Although the impurity d-state wave function is
sj-milar to those of the conduction electrons there obviously must be

sufficient differenee for an impurity potential to exist. The structure
of Wolffrs model is in fact rather si-milar to Anderson's, the essential
criterion for l-ocal moment formation being the existence of a retatively
sharp virtual level near the Fermi level.
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Both the models of Anderson and Wolff where devised to explain the
occurrence of local moments in 4-d hosts containing Fe as the impurity.
Andersonrs model is more applicable at the beginning of the 4-d series;
worffrs model at the end where the host and i-mpurity are more or less
isoelectronic.

Electron Concentrafion

1

YZr NbMo Re RuRh
riuure (t.t)

Magnetic moment of Fe dissolved in various 4-d (and 5'd in the case of Re)

transition metals as a function of electron concentration.

Varying the electron concentration of the host varies the width of the
virtual level and the position of the Fenni level. A local moment occurs
when the virtual leve1 is close to the Fermi level and the virtual level
is sufficiently narrow (after Clogston et aL. (11962), and Matthias et aL.
(1960) ) .

The striking feature of Fig:ure (1.1) is the "giant" mornent at pd.

This comes about because Pd is, what is termed, a "nearly-nagmetictt metal
with a susceptibility about l-O times greater than that given by the pauli
susceptibility calculated from the band. structure density of states. 3

Bohr magrnetonrs worth of the effective moment comes from unpaired spins in
the outer shells of Pd; the other 9 or so is made up of ferromagnetically
aligned moments (each of ahout O.05U.s ) that are induced on about 2OO Pd

ions within the Fe's vicinity (Icw and Holden 1966).

The enhanced susceptibility is a manifestation of spin fluctuations
occurring in the d-band of Pd. We shall d.iscuss these in the next section.

I.4 Spin Fluctuations

It is found that in the transiti-on metals Pd and Pt the magnetic

susceptibility I is higher than the value given from the Pauli susceptibility
calculated from the band structure density of states.

/)
4

I

f t',
2l

0
6h

Pd Ag
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2

Xo = UB p(Er)

where p(EF) is the density of states at the Fermi level and U" is the
Bohr magneton i.e. the magmetic moment on one electron.

This susceptibility enhancement may be understood as follows. Since
parallel spin electrons are kept apart as a consequence of the pauli
exclusion principle there is a greater Coulomb repulsion U between opposite
spin electrons since there is no such restriction keeping them apart. Hence

the spin band splitting upon the apprication of a magnetic field H is
greater than 2U"lI the ordinary Zeeman splitting of the spins. Hence there
are more spin up electrons aligrned with the field than in the Pauli casei
thus the susceptibility is enhanced.

more spin t
etectr.ons

-If
/Apptieo

f^f i'?"

+2pH I

/ /of

H

In terms of the mean field approximation, where each eleetron experiences
a field proportional to the magnetization, we cErn qualitatively derive an

expression for the enhanced susceptibility.(see Stoner 1938; Izuyama, Kim

and Kubo 1963). Starting with the assumption that the exchange field H" is
linearly proportional to the magnetization of the electrons M via the mean

field constant where

H" = )'M

where tr is eguivalent to U (see Magnetism Vol. 4, p. 280), we get

xo

' *7
)xch/ange / Y,T

X- ,_UXo Equatloa (t.t)
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The factor o = --l- is called the Stoner enhancement factor.,_uXo

When UXo = I the electron system becomes ferromagnetic i.e. a

permanent magnetic moment on an atom can exist even in zero applied magnetic

fietd. In the case of Pd X/X_ = 10 so evidently Uy^ - 0.9 (Lederer and Mills
1968) .

Although we have only talked about the static susceptibility enhancement

equation (l.f) also holds in the low frequency case for the frequency-

dependent susceptibility X(q,rrl) where gro dre the wave vector and frequency

of the applied magnetic field. When UXo = 1 we get spontaneous magnetic

moments in the electron system even in the absence of any external
disturbance such as a magnetic field. When UXo < 1 there can be no such

permanent alignment of parallel spins in the absence of any external
disturbance since it is energetically unfavourable. However an external
disturbance is always present in the form of thermal energy (except at T = O)

and this excites temporary alignments over smal1 regions of the electron
system. Since it is energetically unfavourable for spins to remain

permanently aligrned for uxo . I as a result we find the average occupation

of both spin bands and the same i.e. the electron system is non-magnetic in
the sense that the susceptibility is less than infinite and is temperature

dependent i.e. no Curie contribution.

These temporary spin aligmments are called spin fluctuations or
paramagnons by analogy with the name magnons given to spin waves in a

ferromagnetic system. Spin fluctuations can be looked upon as critically
danped spin waves.

Now at T = O there can be no spin fluctuations since there is no

thermal energiy. Hence we would expect spin fluctuations to obey Bose-

Einstein statistics (since they are thermal excitations) and this fact is
reflected in the resistivity of spin fluctuation alloys.

The spectral distribution of the spin fluctuations would be expected

to be related to the frequency response of the suseeptibility X(i,ur) since

spin fluctuations manifest themselves in an enhanced susceptibility. Just
as the energry absorbed from an electrical disturbance is given by the

imaginary part of the dielectric constant (essentially the electrical
susceptibility) the absorptive part of the magrnetic susceptibility is like-
wise the imaginary part and thus the spectral density of the spin

fluctuations (the distribution of energy absorbed from the magnetic field)
is given by the imaginary part of the suceptibility.



rn a transition metal' one may consider a simple two-band mod.el for
the electrons in which the d-band is assumed to give rise to the magneti-c
propoerties and the s-band is assumed to be responsible for the transport
properties, although in Rh recent de Haas-Van Alphen measurements show that
808 of the conduction is carried by d-Iike electrons (Cheng and Higgins 1929)
However it is not expected that this wilJ- change the character of the
calculation of the electron scattering by spin fluctuations significantly.
Mills and Lederer (1966) calculated the resistivity of pd assuming that the
experimentally observed resistivity was due to scattering off d-band spin
fluctuations- They found the resistivity due to spin fluctuation scattering
varied .s T2 at low temperatures in agreement with observation. Regular
electron-electron (Baber scattering) scattering is thought to be insufficient
to account for the resistivity of pd at Iow temperatures.

1.5 Localized Spin Fluctuations

Metals such as Pd and PL, as discussed in the previous section, are
termed nearly magrnetic. Consider now the addition of a more nearly magnetic
impurtity e-9. Ni into pd, that is to say an impurity in which the opposite
spin d-electron Coulomb repulsion U is larger than the corresponding value
in the host.

.14 -

a(i,o) = 2rm1(!,ur)

At impurity sites we find enhanced

inpurity d-levels. The effect of these
are called, upon the susceptibility can

manner.

Kubo (1957)

spin fluctuations occurring in the
localized spin fluctuations, as they
be calculated in the followinc

consider an impurity replacing a host ion as per the diagram.

W = irnpurity

f--\_ cfysiaL Iattice

Thet Xalloy =

where c is the
Now .r-*n^i t - 6ux-"h

Xhost (1 - c) + cxi

impurity concentration and i refers to the impurity.

-Xoby analogy with 1 a_uXo
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where the intra-atomic exchange (u) at the impurity is 6u greater than
i-n the host. (6u is the excess coulomb repulsion in the inpurity over that
in the host)

xalloy=Xh*.ffi)

The freguency and wave-vector dependent a1loy susceptibilitlr was

calculated by Lederer and llills (1959) who starting from the !{olff Model
obtained the following expression

whereq,= (I - 6UX-)-l i" the local enhancement factor.

x(6', i,o) = X(i,rrr) 6;,;' + c6u xjq'o)= x(q"o)
1 - 6ux(or)

where X(irtrr) has been generalized to X(i',i,rlr) since the impurities have
d.estroyed the translational invariance of the system. X(i,ro) is the
enhanced host susceptibility ana !tur) is the average or X(i,o) over wave
vector. The rocal enhancement factor o = (1 - 6ut(o))-r provides a measure
of how much greater the response to a magnetic disturbance is in the
inpurity cell when compared. to the host response.

The spectral density for the LSF is given by the imaginary part of the
inpurity susceptibility.

Xz qi,rrr)

a"rn(i,rrr) = 2c6urrn , _ o"*t,

Using these expressions Lederer and Mi1ls calculated the resistivity due to
conduction electrons scattering off enhanced LSF and found a concentration,
dependent T" term which accounted for the then recent resistivity measurements
of Schindler and Rice (1967) on pd(Ni). Schindler and Rice sought to explain

)the enhanced T- term by postulating that the average Coutonb interaction
increased as Ni impurities were added to Pd enhancing the d-electron spin
fluctuations as a whole. However an average enhancement does not provid,e an
adeguate description of a dilute alloy, especially when the wavelength of
the spin density fluctuations is short compared to the mean impurity-impurity
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separation. lrtre neutron diffraction studies of r.ow and Holden (1966)

show that the extent of the LSF is ahout lOB around the impurity. Schindler
and Ricers uniform enhancement model incorrectly predicts the variation of
the coefficient of the T2 term with impurity concentration.

Lederer and Mills' LSF model is only valid at J-ow concentrations where
interactions between impurities are negligible. However interactions become

important as the Ni concentration approaches 22, ahove which pd(Ni) is
ferromagmetic, leading to a variation of the coefficient of the T2 term
faster than linear. whether this occurs and at which concentrations
depends upon the degree of exchange enhancement in the host. For instance,
although Pd(Ni) is ferromagnetic above 2c, pt(Ni) does not appear to
exhibit inter-impurity interactions even up to Ni concentrations of l0B
(Mackliet et aL. (1970)) e.g. p/c is independ.ent of c. The stoner factor
for Pd is about l0 whereas for pt it is only about 5,/3.

Kaiser and Doniach (1970) extended the work of Lederer and Mills to
higher temperatures. They obtained the LSF spectral density averaged over
wavevector

i.--tult = . 'LSF' r * i2

where a is characteristic of the alroy and independent of o, ana i is
Iinear in (' and may be written in terms of a characteristic I*SF Temperature
T-

ST

-0)0=-t---
^B^sf

where T^- is inversely proportional to the local enhancement c.SI

Thus we see that the LSF spectral density is linear in (,) at low
energiesr peaks 

"t kBT"f and falls off as @-1 at higher energies. Kaiser
and Doniach extended the carculation of LSF resistivity to higher
temperatures than those c-onsidered by Lederer and l4i11s the general result
they obtained being

P= eoB i'l"rr(t) : a*

I (etu - r) (l - "-fu) 
eqn' (1'2)



where trt is the energy change on scattering and $ = (k;f )-f

Eguation (I.2) is the general form of
off Bose-Like excitations. For instance if
spectrum for phonons in place of i"ru(o) we

q
T- 1aw for electron-phonon resistivity.

rnserting e"rr(trr) into equation (r.2) Kaiser and Doniach obtained a

universal curve for LSF resistivity as

temperatures \^re get back the t2 form as

0(T -+

where i i" tin.ar in p. At high temperatures we get the l-inear Law which
is the general form expected for resistivity due to scattering off Bosons
with a temperature-independent energy spectrum since the nunrber of bosons
thermally excited is proportional to T at high ternperatures.

P (T+o) =
T

ts"

By fitting experimental resistivity values to the unj-versal curve we get
directly the varue of t", for that particular alloy. The shape of the
experimental- resistivity curve as a function of T should be the same as the
universaL curve providing T"f i= independent of temperature. In fact we

find that the host susceptibility decreases slightly with temperature and.

this has the effect of causing the loca1 enhancement factor ct to decrease,
for large C[, which in turn affects T"r. The effect is greater at higher
temperatures and higher o andrin general, we may say that the LSF dpectral
density decreases in magnitude at higher temperatures i.e. Ar""(grro) is
"blurred out". This causes the resistivity to decrease below the linear
law at higher temperatures.

Spin fluctuations also affect the specific heat by contributing to the
density of excited states in the d-band. Physically the spin ftuctuations
are an extra excitation which can absorb thermal energy thereby adding
extra heat capacity. Al.ternatively one may say that the effective d-electron
mass has been increased enhancing the coefficient of the linear T-term in the
electronic specific heat |. The specific heat enhancement is well knoh'n in
Pd where the coefficient y (when spin fluctuations are taken into account)
is about twice that in the free electron case (Lederer and Mills I968a).

-17 -

the resistivity due to scattering
we substi-tute the Debye energy
get the familiar Bloch-Gruneisen

seen in Figure (1.2). At low

calculated by Lederer and l{i1ls.

T2o) =; ,+Ll'
-sF

1-2?I

z
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Aclditfion of nearly uagmetic i"rnptrrities to tbe host produces a linear
dependlence ef t uln:r impurity concentration e f,sr dilute ar1oys.

Extehdia€r the car,suiLation of the themal reslstivitY clrae to LsF b1r

Sehrieunpf e',t aZ. (19.69), Xaiser (197L) found that as T -* O \,Sr.o,*.i""linearly'with f end as It + oo l{r*" tenils to a eeri.gtan; pJ-us a f-t t"-,
althouEh tlre actual tewrpe:rature etependenEe is rather mor€ c@mplex ilue to
the decrease of, the local enhanrcemeRt faetor o at high tenperatrrres cf.
resistivity.

Kais€r and Doniach applied their :exte[eidra of qrr*e I€derer-ldi]-1s IsiF
tr[odel to e'alsulat€ ttre resistivities of, dilute alloys othe,n tttan pd(Ni).
Of parti.cular tnt'erest ia tlre resistivity of Bh.(Fe), tlie thernopower of
whietl Ls ttre topic of, this part of tJ1e tlresis. Dlosr the Kiriser-Doniach
nodel is or,r11' valld for tlro'se atloys in which the host and impurity are
lpre or l'ess isoelectronl,e i.e. it is assumed there is 1ltt1e potenti.al
s'cattering of the eonctrhctlon electroas by the inpuritlr. Tlre neglect of
po'tential scatterl.ng has serious consequences for the ttre:::nropower of these
alloys later on.
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Figure (t,a)

lleiversal Curve i-or ,Spin "r'luctuation

Resi etl rri ty

1.6

TlT"t
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Chapter I\po

THERMOPOWER OF AI,LOYS CONIAINTNG TRANSITION TIETAL IMPURITTES

2.1

rn a conductor under the influence of an erectric field, i ana a
temperature gradient, VT the relationship between these and the erectric
and thermal current densities, j ana i, generated as a result, may be
written in the following empirical manner.

r.s1i + L12Vr

L21E + LzzVT

The coefficj-ents 
"i1 

.r", for our purposes, just coefficients of
proportionality- To be strictly eorrect the coefficients should be written
in the form given by, for instance, Ziman (1964), but as vre are rnerely using
oot 

"ij's 
as an aid to showing the relationship between various quantities

the exact nature of the coefficients is of no importance for the following
discussion.

By irnposing various conditions upon the conductor the coefficients, or
rather combinations of the coefficients, assume well known identities.
Putting vT = o indicates that L11 is the erectricar conductivity, g. The
therrnal conductivity, r is -L22, although this is for conditions of zero
electric field rather than zero electric current; however, for ftT << EF
the difference is negligibre. with the thermopower, s is -L12/L1lr or -Ltz/o.
The physical origin of the thermopower can be illustrated in the following
manner: in an electrically isolated conductor (j = O) under the influence
of a temperature gradient, Vf the electrons at the ',hot" end have, on the
average, a higher energy than those at the "cold" end, with the result that
the average velocity of the electrons is greater at the hot than the cold
end causing a nett diffusion of electrons dovrn to the cold end and creating
a surplus of electrons at this end. The electric field, i that is a
consequence of this charge imbalance adjusts itself so that the cold
el-ectrons are given an energy equivalent to that carried by the hot
electrons, and the nett current flow is stopped. Ttre proportionality factor
between i ana Vf is the thermopower, S.

of the many analytical forms of the thermopower the one nost commonly
encountered is the t4ott formula (Mott and Jones 1936).

u=
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,u=#l-.*.],. eqn. (2.1)

where k is the Boltzmann constant, e the electronic charge, T the absolute
temperature and O(e) is the electrical conductivity as a function of a

hypothetical Ferrni level, e. The logarithmic derivative is evaluated at the
actual Fern_i level of ttre metal , eF. The Mott formula is only valid in ttre
temperature region where there is a comrnon relaxation time for both thermral
and electrical processes, i.e. for t t 0O and T << 0D, electrons being
scattered elastically in both regions. (0o is the Debye temperature of the
netal). TWo other assumptions made in the derivation of the Mott formula
are that kT is very much smaller than the Ferrni energy and ttrat O(e) does
not vary too rapidly in the neighbourhood of the Fermi energ'y.

There is a further quantity which will be of interest to us. This is
the Thermoelectric ratio, G. Experimentally this is the ratio between
electric and thermal currents when i = o. Compare this with the thermopo\,rer,
which latter is the ratio between i ana VT for conditions of zero electric
current. fn terms of the coefficients L. , we can write

G - riirt 
"̂E; = (J

= Ltz/Lzz
= So/R

Now, K = roT where L is the Lorenz nrrrnber for the metal , including
contributions from inelastic scattering where appropriate (we shal1 rnake

use of this fact in Ctrapter Four). In general, L is smaller than LOr the
classical value for the Lorenz number, if there j.s a substantial amount of
small angre inelastic scattering. substituting for K rlre get

G = SO/I,AT

S=LGT

rn a formal sense the difference between G and S is that whereas S is the
ratio between L12 and the electrical conductivity, G is the ratio between
L12 and the thermal conductivity. This, strictly speaking, includes t1.e

thermar conductivity due to the lattice, but in generar electronic
conduction of heat is much greater than lattice conduction at low temperature
i.e. below about 4 K.
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We shall nole consj-der the ramtfj_catl_ons of t.he Uott formUla. If we

write O(e) in the follovri:rg feno

o(e)= 1f"r;- tda
4rrJ 'IFf

e2
= 17fu- /Ia

for sphericatr Fermi surf,ace wittr isotropic relaxation ti.ine t where tlre me,an

free path A = Ut and rJ is tlre electron velocity, re ean Lhen write

Dlno(e) otnu2 (e) otnt (e) Dun ret
-5ie =-d--]il----TE--

ab^ ahA= E- * -5E- eqn. (2.2)

.faawher.e nrFl- r-h is the density of stateg integrated over the Eemrir,..v-v s\sl 
/ lV,_ol

surf,ace, A.t/ ' K

lihe f,irst te:m in equation (2.21 is g.eneiall1r positive sinee ttre more
energetic an electron is the l,es-s likely it is to be scattered (ttris is
true, Ln g,eoeral for impurity scattering, but the:re are exceptiens f,or
eleatron-phsno:r seattering) and the J-onger is its mean free path.

Bhe secsnd tern depends upon the geometry of the'rermt surfac€.

BciLlouin z€ne

boundary
L-+

Fj.g. (2.1) Fe:CIri surfaces ilnil ttrreir change in area with increasing
energry.

consid.er a Fer:gd! surface errpanding into a BrilLouin zone as in Fig_ [2.I).
U'ntil it reaches i;he zsne bound?ry its area increases making 3*F trnsitive.
Ttrereafter it decreases naking # negative. rf tt is suffisientry
negtatiwe it nay outweigfi the first t"*, ff arrd cause the thernropower to
change siqn e.g. the aoble metals.
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Low temperature expressions for SU at very low temperatures for pure

depending on the structure ofmetals have been calculated but ttrese vary

the theoretical model chosen to represent the behaviour of the electrons
in the metal. The Mott formula cannot be used here because the relaxation
times for electrical and thermal processes are different. This is clearly
demonstrated in the way the Lorenz number varies from a constant figure Lo

as temperature is lowered (see Ziman 1963).

Now for free electrons n(e) - ea, U2 - e hence

_ n2k2T
3esF

At trigh temperatures elastic electron-phonon scattering occurs and

we can write for the relaxation time (Barnard 1972, Wilson 1936)

r - e3/2

This leads to a commonly quoted result for the diffusion thermopower

n2kzT (r > 0D)sd= *tF

In the foregoing discussion we have assumed the lattice to be in

thermal equilibriun. This is not the case since at the rrhotrr end there

will be a higher density of phonons than at the "cold" end giving rise to
a flux of phonons, It is this flux of phonons that is responsible for the

thermal conductivity of insulators. The interaction of the disturbed
phonon system with the electrons gives rise to an additional effect in the

thermopower called phonon drag.

^ r2k2r larn n (e I alnu2 (E) arnt (e)lod=F L-5- '-5e-- ae J n,.

*'F #t]lz

For the case of impurity scattering being the dominant relaxation mechanism

(T << 0o in general) one can assume the mfp is independent of the electron
energry since electron scattering off "hard sphere" impurities is elastic.
Then the relaxation is given by 'r = It/i, - e-t.

12k2rq=-"d 3eEF
(T << 0D)
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To simplify our initial discussion of phonon drag let us assume that
the phonons only scatter off the electrons. This is true at low temperatures

to a large extent where phonon-phonon scattering is small compared to phonon-

electron scattering. In each such scattering event a phonon is absorbed by

the electron and the electron gains the corresponding energy and crystal
momentum.

In a metal under the influence of a temperature gradient we have a

phonon current flowing from the "hot' end to the ttcoldtt end. An electron
will be made likely to absorb a phonon travelling from the hot end than

from the cold end since there are more of the hot phonons available.
Conseguently the electrons absorb the phonon momentum and are "dragged"
along with the phonons to the cold end.

Electrons pile up at the cold end in addition to those there due to
electron diffusion. As in the case of diffusion thermopower an electric
field is set up due to the charge surplus which adjusts itself so that the

system reaches a steady state. To evaluate this effect we shall use the

following argument which is due to l{acDonald (1962).

Consider the phonons inside the metal with energy density U(T)

pressure exerted on the electrons by the phonons is
The

U (T)

The temperature grradient also gives rise to a pressure gradient or nett
directed force per unit volume

D

: -NeE

unit volume.

In=T

dP-dtr

1dU dT
3dT'drt

with N electrons per

Since E = SVI
cqwe geE 

"g = 5ffi
duwhere 

"n 
= fr is the

eqn. (2.3)

Iattice specific heat.

We have assumed that all the phonon momentum is transferred to the

electrons. We would e)q)ect this to be true at very low temperatures but

in general not all the phonon momentum is transferred to the electrons.
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llhe nomentm tfansf,er nust be "shared" wittr othe,r "particles" suc} as

other phonons' funSrurities etc. So to a first atrlproximation we rnay nodify
eqp. Q.3l by a "nronentrm tr44sf,er factor"

P
- Fre

*p,t * nprt

where Ppr" *d npr* "o" the probabilities of an iriteraction between a. phonon

and an eleet:ron, ancl a phonon eRd sonre other rpartieilelt. Jf relaxation ti"nes

are apf,)!.opriace* fer these proba,bil.ities we malf write

cf t I3 =-9'l P'g-s ffi 
Lrp* . ,p* 

.|

I r__ I
where l* | i= " suitabl-e average over the phorror.r- spectrnim r:onsidering

[tn'o * tP'"1

*.4 
"rr* .tpr" are usualJ-1t f,unctions of the Bhonon freguencry.

At suffieiently low temtrleratureg we expect Su to vary as T3, reureuberingt

ttrat tbe lattice specific heat variea as t3 at lolu temperatureE and ttrat
*p". " "nr, 

tt general since srogt of the phonon monentw is absorbed in
phono.n-elg ctrorr eoLlisions .

At htglh tenperatures gihonon-phonon col.Iisions, beoome inlnrLant sinae
the number of, phonons excited is protrnrtionaL to T so the Srrob-ability of a

phonon intera.eting with another is proBortional to T and hence

_1
T "T-
P,F

AIso at higtr tenperatures kf, > kOD phonons eao only interaet witb
elec'trons in a band of, width kOO at the Fermi surfaoe. llhe nr:rnber of,

electrons in this band. at these tempetatures is inde,pendent of the
tegqrerature and hence apr" i" coRstant. we also 

""o" 
tnr**"nrn an^ 

.d we san

write

CT

'n={ # - r-r

sinee Cn is constant *" 
"nrp 

aa 
"nr. , Tprp - T-1.
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So in general phonon drag thermopower increases .s T3 at low temperatures,

and falls off as T-l at high temperatures, exhibitinq a peak at about eD/5.

In our treatment of phonon drag we have neglected UmkJ-app processes in
the scattering of the phonons. The effect of U-processes is generally to
contribute a thermopower component of opposite sign to that caused by normal
(N) processes. If U-processes dominate the scattering phonon d.rag thermo-

powers of opposite sigin can be observed,

Calculations on the diffusion thermopower involving second-order
scattering processes by Nielsen and Taylor (1974) have predicted the

existence of a hump in the diffusion thermopower at about lJU. These

second-order contributions allow us to interpret some experimental results
as diffusion effects whereas previously they may have been attributed to
phonon drag.

In general the diffusion thermopower and the phonon drag thermopower

may simply be added together since it is assumed that the additional
momentum given to the electrons from the phonons is independent of that
already given to them by the phonons to produce electron diffusion.
Napoli and Sherrington (197f) have suggested that an interference term

between SU and Sn exists in the case of alloys, although definitive evidence

is yet to appear.

2.2 Enhanced Diffusion Thermopower

a) Pure Metal-s

The transition metals Pdf Pt and Ni have an order of nagrnitude increase

in thermpower (includinS SS) over simple metals due to a hiqh density of
states U(er), giving rise also to a high specific heat and electrical
resistivity; in particular a high rate of change of N(tr) with E i.e.
Ow(E),/Ee is large at Er, where the conduction electrons have the greatest

effect upon the electronic properties of the meta1.

Now, if we take the Mott Formula for SU

^ rzkrr larr,otell
"d = -E- l-e-_l e"

and we put o = nezT/m we get
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Assuning that the relaration rate
sf, final states LiI(q) we Set

1/:r is progontional tc t*re clensity

f|rus lre have a reacty er1pLanatiorr for the large thermolrowers of Fd' Pt and Ni.

sI flo

Filgtufe (2.2-). $regirptrrsner of Transibj-on li{etal $ith t}rernol}oweri of
Noble ldetal, f,br eoqqlari.son.

For ferroina$Ietl-c irctals be'low the Curie temperature T", l.e. Co, Ni

and Fe, the situation is compticated by the existence of a split density of
state,s due to the ,sXlin rryr and spin don;rn eleet:aorrs beinE di,sp,laeed above

aad below the Ferrf,*ii 1evel" bg ne-chaOis.loer simii"ar to those responsible for the
gplittj.ng of, virtrraX bound etates in local gro4rent atloys Es outlined in
.Chqpter @le.

Holrever it is Rot eno-ugh for the density of states merely to be split
to give rise to an eiqhanceil ttremropowErf r If the densitlrof gtates sas

ElEnnetfl-,c about E, no enhanced ttrermopower wou],d result s,ince Ew(e)lae woul'd

be zero. Now, if, the r.elaxation :rate f,or strli.a up eleEtrons was diffqrent

er i'n Pd due to langer
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from that for spin down electrons we could have circumstances favourable
for enhanced thermopowers. In general some source of elastic scattering
is required to produce this state of affairs, since elastic scattering is
usually energ-y-dependent. For example, for free electrons the relaxation
time for scattering off "hard spheres" goes as E-t and thus, since the
spin up and spin dorvn electrons are separated by the exchange energy, the
relaxation time (and hence the relaxation rate) is different for both.
Essentially this means that more electrons are scattered one way across the
Fermi level than the other. This, combined with the slzmmetric, but large,
split density of states, gives rise to an enhanced therrnopower, since, as

we have shown just previously, the relaxation rate is also proportional to
the density of final states.

b) Dilute Alloys with Transition Meta1 fmpurities

The behaviour of transition metal impurities in simple and transition
metal hosts has al-ready been outlined in Chapter one. The effect of VBS's

and LSF|s upon the resistivities of such alloys has been discussed; the
effects upon the thermopower wiLl now follow.

i) Simple metal hosts

As an example let us consider the A1(3d) system. We have seen how the
residual resistivity reaches a maximr.un when the \BS due to the 3d impurities
is located at the Fermi level (see Figure (2.3)). The residual resistivity
is governed by N(e)r the thermopower by EU(e)/Ae. Hence we would expect to
find a minimum thermopower when the VBS was at the Fermi level. This,
broadly, is the observed behaviour. From the following diagram we can see

that the thermopower does indeed appear to be the energy derivative of the
resistivity plot. This is, of course, an oversimplification; in fact LSF

effects narrohr the VBS and produce an even more enhanced thermopower above

that expected from a simple application of the Friedel-Anderson model.

Zlatic and Rivier (L974) calculated the effects of the interaction of tsFrs
with VBS. They came to the general conclusion that elastic as well as

inelastic scattering is necessary to produce an enhanced diffusion thermopower

of the "giant" type. The results of their calculations are plotted as

crosses in Figure (2.3).
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lAgure (a.f)

Resd.dua1 Reelstivi.ty ae a tr\ueti.on of Z

0r tr'e Ni

Zero feslrerat{rre Slirpe s/T of the lbegcotr}oger

aE a Fuu.ctlon of E (Zl*attc and ftluier 1974)

Ga?rp,CuMn

xxo-z 0

. exper{-nental values

+ cclcuaated values

rrrltrc dUe tO a tBS alOne

(,f,rou Cbapter One)

Ar(jd) a]-loys
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ii) Transition-Metal Hosts

a) Kondo Alloys

A Kondo al-loy is, strictly speaking, any dilute alloy in which exist
irnpurity spins of fixed magnitude. Traditionally they have been associated
with magnetic (e.g. re) impurities in transition-metal hosts e.g, cu(Fe),
Au(Fe) etc- Here the host and irnpurity are not isoelectronic so there exists
a substantial amount of potential scattering due to the impurities. The

"giant'r thermopowers observe,il in these alloys were first explained by Kondo
(1965) following the success of his model- in explaining the resistance
minimum- In addition to the exchange interaction coupling host and inpurity
electron spins there must be added to the scattering some spin-independent
interaction in the form of potential scattering. The model fails to account
for the observed thermopowers if this potential scattering is neglected.

Suhl and Wong (L967), using a more complete treatment than did Kondo,
predicted that the thermopower should show a peak at the Kondo temperature

k. Kondo's original treatment, due to the neglect of some important
higher-order terms' was not realJ-y adequate in explaining the observed
thermopowers although it did provide some understanding of the giant thermo-
powers.

Guenault and l"tacDonald (196I) discussed the probable causes of the giant
thermopowers in Kondo alloys and came to the conclusion that simultaneous
elastic potential scattering of the conduction electrons was required in
addition to the inerastic exchange scattering already present. The

situation is somewhat similar to that in ferromagnetic metals and alloys.

b) LSF Alloys (Coles alloys)

A "Coles" alloy is one in which the host and impurity are more or less
isoel-ectronic e.S. pd(Nil, Rh(Fe) etc.

Fischer (I974), deciding that mixing between conduction elecLrons and

irnpurity d-electrons $las too difficult to include into a calculation of
thermopower, simplified matters by assuning that a single band of electrons
could describe the conduction and magnetic properties in these alloys. Then,
limiting his treatment to hosts with no exchange enhancement, thus excluding
Pd and Pt, he included the effect of potential scattering in his LSF model

and predicted that the thermopower should show a peak, the nature of which
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Iarge negative peak at about 4K
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of potential scattering.
is predicted.

For Rh(Fe) a

The two band LSF model of Lederer and

specifically excludes potential scattering
explain the giant thermopowers.

In general, we can say that in order to
d.iffusion thermopowers potential scattering
scattering must be included in any theory.

2.3 Spin Fluctation Drag Thermopower

where N is the conduction electron

the constant volume specific heat

l{ills, and Kaiser and Doniach,

thus rendering itself unable to

be able to account for giant

as well as inelastic exchange

eqn. (2-4)

It is possible that a further effect in the thermopower of nearly

magnetic alloys could occur (Kaiser L976).

In the treatment of diffusion thermopower due to LSF the I^9F's were

considered to be in thermal equilibrium. This is not the case. Just as

for the case of phonons the presence of a therrnal gradient will produce

disequilibrium in the LSF distribution since more LSF are excited at higher

temperatures. Consequently there will be a bias of spin fluctuation wave

vectors in the direction of the thermal gradient. This bias will tend to

be transferred to the conduction electrons when they scatter off the spin

fluctuations giving rise to a drag component in the thermopower. Any dis-

equilibrium of excitations would be'expected to produce a drag effect in the

thermopower. Phonon and magmon drag thermopower are already weII knorrn

(Blatt et aL. 1967).

Adopting a model similar to that used to determine a qualitative

expression for phonon drag thermopower we sha1l do likewise here.

In the presence of a thermal gradient there will also be a gradient

in the spin fluctuation energy density U(T). This energy density g:radient

will lead to a spin fluctuation drag thermopower component. At very lotl

temperatures, where we suppose that only spin fluctuation-electron
collisions are dominant, the spin fluctuation drag thermopower is given by

Ldu
3Ne 5F

density, e the electronic charge

C=f of the sPin fluctuations.

-Euano 5E
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The expected characteristics of spin fluctuation drag thermopower are as

follows:
1) ssf ,it the low temperature limit, varies 

"" c"f and is therefore
linear in temperature (see Chapter One). This linear T dependence is
analogous to the T3 dependence for phonon drag and tS-r" x3/2 dependence for
magnon drag (Blatt et aL.).
2) The maga:itude of Ssf ,like C=, ,in the very low concentration lirnit
should be proportional to the nurnber of spin fluctuations i.e. proportional
to the impurity concentration c, and relatively independent of the presence

of other scattering.
3) The sigm of S=f is negative since e is negative and normal electron
scattering by spin fluctuations "drags" electrons down the temperature
grradient as for phonon drag. Umklapp processes can, however, drag electrons
up the gradient giving rise to a positive contribution. If U-processes

d.ominate the scattering a positiv" S=f would result.

Equation (2.4) is essentially a free electron gas model and assumes

that all the spin fluctuation momentum is shared equally anong the

conduction electrons. For a metal with a complex band structure this may

not necessarily be the case.

4) At temperatures above T", the thermopower will be greatly reduced

since the spin fluctuation spectrum becomes blurred out and the effect of
spin fluctuations on the physical properties is reduced. Ttre decrease of
resistivity below the linear T law is an example. In addition, if spin
fluctuation interactions other than collisions with conduction electrons
become importantr DOt all the spin fluctuation momentum wil-l be transferred
to the conduction electrons.

In generat t", is expected to exhibit a peak at about

analogous to the phonon drag peak at about $, rn.r. 0o is
temperature.

5) Since independent sources of thermopower are additive
add S=, onto the already present diffusion and phonon drag

give a total thermopower

T=, somewhat

the Debye

we may sitnply

components to

S = S- + S + Sdssr

For dilute alloys we may assume that SU and Sn are the same as in the host.
Hence the thermopower due to LSF is the difference between the alloy and

host thermopowers. this is not true if the impurities added dominate the

scattering. Ehen the host thermopower SU is washed out as we shall show in

Chapter Four. If Sd is smalL this is of little consequence if S"f i" large'
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Chapter Three

EXPERIMENTAI DETAILS

3.1 Resistivity of Wire Sampl_es

Most of the Rh(Fe) samples used in this study were prepared by Engelhard
rndustries Ltd. and kindly supplied to us by R. Rusby (National physical
Laboratory, U.K.). One additional sample (number 6 in Table 4.1) was

prepared by Johnson-Matthey Ltd. and suppried by G.K. white (csrRo,
Australia) .

The resistivities of these nh (re) wire samples were measured in a

cryostat desigrned by Dr H.J. Trodahl of Victoria university. As this
cryostat is not specific to this study its functioning will be only briefly
outlined.

I\to samples v{ere measured simultaneously by winding several cms of each
wire around a copper rod with a layer of cigarette paper soaked in GE7O31

varnish for adhesion. Ttre purpose of the cigarette paper is, of course, to
provide electrical insulation while at the same time providing reasonable
thermaL contact between tlre wires and eopper by dint of its ttrinness.
Reference to Figure (3.f) should clarify constructional d.etails.

Standard. four-terminal resistance measurements were made on the samples
with the sample current being common to both. Thin, enamelled copper wires
were used to provide contact with the samples. The wires were attached with
non-superconducting Bi-cd sol-der. The current was supplied by a voltage
source in series with a large resistance (about 1O,0OO ohns) and the sarnples.
The current was monitored with a voltmeter measuring the potential drop
across a standard resistance in series with the current circuit. Ttre

potential drops across the samples were each measured wit]l a Keithley mod.el

148 nanovoltmeter with its output fed into a Hewlett-packard model TIOOB

chart recorder. The large voltage proportional to the residual resistivity
of the samples was nulled out within the NVIvI so that the ternperature-
dependent component of the resistivity could be more accurately rneasured.

The 1/A ratios of the samples were deterrnined by an indirect method.
Rather than measuring the diameters of the wires directly and converting to
cross-sectional area in the usual manner, it was decided, for better accuracy,
to determine l,/A by weighing a measured length. Measuring the diameters
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directly introduces an uncertainty of greater than 10t into l-lA on account
of the thin diarneters involved (nominally 0.13 and 0.05 mm). Briefly, the
method involves determining the length of the sample between the potential
probes, cutting the wire at these points and subsequently weighing the
resulting piece. The cross-sectional area of the wire is calculated from
the volume and length assuming that the mass-density of the sample is the
same as that of pure Rh. with the small concentrations of Fe involved (less
than I at -t) this seemed a reasonable assumption. The diameters of all of
the wires were checked for uniformity as the method could give erroneous
results if the diameters varied widely. All dianeters were found to be
uniform over the lengths of interest within the uncertainty limits of the
travelling microscope employed for the purpose, about 10t for these diameters.
Changes in cross-section of a random nature of up to 108 were calculated to
cause an effor of about 18 in I/A. The overall accuracy due to this method
is about 1A in 1,/A.

Uncertainties due to non-l-inearities in both the NVl4 and the chart
recorder should each be about 1% of furl scale deflection, if the
manufacturers are to be believed. If it were possible to keep to the same

part of the scale throughout the measurement the resulting accuracy would,
theoretically, be considerabry less. However the overarl accuracy is
Iimited by the accuracy to which the chart record can be read. We estimate
the overall uncertainty in the magnitude of ttre resistivity to be l-ess than
38.

With the sample currents employed, up to 50 mA, Joule-heating effects
were found to be negligible. The effect of stray thermal voltages (due to
the temperature difference between the measurement leads at the top and

bottom of the cryostat) was determined by performing the measurenent with
the sample current reversed. No measurable differenee was discerned.

Sarnple temperature was determined by means of agermanium resistance
thermometer attached to the cryostat base. Providing that any heat flows
into or from the sample do not measurably raise or lower the sampre

temperature above or below that of the cryostat base the assumption that
the sample and thermorneter are at the same temperature is probably justified.
This state of affairs is facilitated by thermally attaching all leads going
to the sample (and thermometer) to the cryostat base and by keeping the gas
pressure within the cryostat as low as practicable to minimise heat flows
through the gas. A "conduction shield" connected. to the cryostat base was

employed to enclose the inner workings of the cryostat so that the sarnple
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"sees" a large surface at the same temperature as itself rather than a

large surface (the outer can) at a constant liquid helium bath temperature.

We estimate that the sample temperature is reliably known to better than

0.05K over the low temperature ranqe of interest.

The sample temperature was maintained above the bath temperature by

means of a nichrome wire resistance heater wound around a copper bobbin

attached to the cryostat base.

3.2 Samp1e Treatment

In order to observe the effect of changing dislocation scattering on

the resistivity and thermopohrer two wire samples were rolled flat between

hard-nickel rollers to increase the residual resistivity, anil one was

annealed in a high vacuum for 15 minutes at 450 C to reduce its initially
large residual resistivity. Another sample was stretched in an attempt to
increase its residual resistivity although its thermopower was not rneasured.

Since calculation of I/A for the rolled samples by direct measurement

of the cross-sectional area was precluded because of the irregular shape

it was d"etermined in the same fashion as for the wires. However the

uncertainty in L/A is not important for the method of analysis outlined in
Chapter Four.

The consequences of these treabnents will be discussed in Chapter Four.

3.3 Thermopower of Wire Sampl-es

In Chapter Two the absolute thermopocrer S of a material was defined by

E = sVT where E is the electric field created in the material by the action
of electrons under a temperature gradient VT. If we consider a length of
conductor with a small ternperature difference across the ends we find there

will exist a potential difference across the ends. Experimentally' then'
n\tthe Lhermopower is S(T) = fr evaluated at the average sample temperature

Am A1'
T=To+*.

z

In order to evaluate S(T) we must measure AV, At and T. Now, since we

have no practical means of measuring a potential difference without drawing

some current from the circuit we cannot directly measure Av due to the sample.

The reason for this is as follows: suppose we have two wires connected j-n a

close circuit under the influence of a temperature difference as in the

following diagiram:
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tr*lT

1s

unless n and. B ase different materials (or, di.ff,etent states of the sanre

naterj.al- e.g. ane rrrder strain) the two currents i^ and i, are egrral. and

no nett cunrent wi].l flow around the circrrit. llence to obEerne a th,brmor

electtic c"tlrr,ent, A ilrust be different from Br 9r as lt, tu4ns out, tlre

+heqlute theqmoporcr of A anct E :lurst be different.

In prractioe we use tt're followdrag thermoeoupl-e ci:ccuf-t to measure tbe

ttrermoporter of, a saqlrlel {.

SampLe wire, A

L
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The thermopower of the thermocouple is ,aoa.l = 0I *i15 Av, AT being

defined as in the diagram.

Integrating the experimental formula we may write

Av = fi: 
. ot sro.urdr

Now AV is due to contributions from both A and B. To determine Saoa in
terms of So and S" we sum the contributions to AV around the circuit.

Ao + AT
= Jro (to - sB)-dr

Av=.f"t"ut. ]" 
*ot,ou,,* 

/t,"u*Jri 'To Jro * oT

Hence Saot.I = SA - S", the difference between the absolute thermopowers.

Now we can measur. Stot. Provided we know S" we can evaluate the sanple

thermopower S.. This brings us to the problem of how to evaluate So, the-AtJ
reference thermopower. If we can only measure the difference between thermo-

pohrers hor,r do we initiatly determine an absolute reference thermopower?

Luckily, as it turns out, there is another thermoelectric property of
conductors known as the Thomson heat which is related to the absolute thermo-

power in the following manner. In a conductor under the influence of a

temperature difference through which an electric current also flows we find
that, in addition to the Joule heating, there is an evolution or absorption
of heat throughout the conductor depending upon the relative directions of
the current I and the temperature difference AT, which is directly proportional
to the product IAT and dependent in magnitude upon the absolute temperature

of the conductor.

The rate of heat production in the conductor may be written

Q=r2a-urAr

where R is the resistance of the conductor and U is the proportionality
factor called the Thomson heat of the conductor. The relation between p

and S is

ds1r-Lts-'dT
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first derived by, Williaur Thonson in the l9th centurlr from ttrercnodlmarnic

principles. Integgatlng,

se)-s(o)= t'fr;+*'
o

It can be ar:gued fron an ag4llieali,on of the 3rd Iaw of lltrernrodyrra'eics that
the ttrennotrlower must be zero at T = OK. llencer

P 
',.,rrr 

i$(r) =Jrff.r'
o

Itrorason heat tneasurene,nts have been ma.de on lead (Pb) by Ctrristian et
sL. (1958) and, nore recently. b1r Roberts (1977). fhe th,ermopoqg:r caLeulated

f,rom these 1[trom6oa heat data are pre,sented on the fol].oming ,grapft for
temperatures utrr to 20K. ulre sutstartding feature on this graph is that belon
7.2K the ttrennolrcrrer is id€ntieall.y zetro.

s trp!/A)

18

A sinple argunent involving another th'er:npelectrie aoef,ficient, knorrrn as

tlie PeLtier treatn an€ ttre 2nd l"aw of llheroodynarnics tells us tlrat belcr
Its lransition tenlnrature a sl4rerconductor will have zero t}r,eruro5lower,

under nor:tlal con€litons, Pb being a well-kholrn su5reraolductor.

Up to about,30OK Fb has been chosen as an arbsolute refereRse staadard

for ttrer:nopower ,since trnIIe Pb, wires canr be easily nade and annealed thus

JteeBing vatd.ations in tlierropower from sa{rlrl'e-to-sample to a minirnum. lFlrere

5,s ttre- added bonus that ttre ttrermopctner of Pb ig zero belorr ?.ZK gq tlrat t}re

16141?10
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reference thermopower is known exactly below this ternperature.

3.4 Tlef.lnoPower CJYost?t for the Measurement of Low Temperature Ttrermopower
of Wire and Thin Film Sanples.

There are two basic techniques for measuring ttrermopower: ttre integral
method and the differential method.

rn the integral method one junction of the thermocouple is held at a

constant, known temperature while the other junction is raised in temperature
and the total enf across the thermocouple is measured over the temperature
range of interest. To obtain the thermopower from the data the emf vs.
temperature curve is differentiated.

Tn the differential method the thermopower is obtained directly by
raising both junctions to the required temperature T and then further
raising one jr:nction by a small temperature Ar, and measurinq the small
emf AV created. The thermopower at the average sample ternperature t + $Arr z
is then simnlv -'-' aT'

The differential method has atl the advantages of measuring a sma11

voltage difference AV directly whereas the integral method inherently
measures AV as the difference between two relatively large voltages. z,ero
drifts in voltage (that is, the spurious voltages that almost always exist
in the absence of an applied AT) are not easily accounted for in the integral
method whereas in the differential method the time interval when measuring AV

is generally so small that drifts in voltage have reLatively little effect
upon the accuracy in determining AV.

Liquid hel-ium is universally used as the refrigerant at these low
temperatures. We can cover the temperature range from 4.2K down to about
1.35K by controrling the vapour pressure of t]:e riquid heliun. Liquid
helium has a boiling point of 4.2K at atmospheric pressure; reducing ttre
vapour pressure by punping on the vapour reduces the boiling point to a

practical minimum of around lK. (See White (1959) for tables of vapour
pressure vs. temperature) .

From 4.2K upwards we use an el-ectrical heater thermally attached to
the sample to raise it to a suitabLe temperature above the bath temperature
of 4.2K. Tkre temperature difference AT is maintained across the sample by
meElns of another heater attached to the end of the sample distant from the
main heater used to maintain the temperature of the sample above the bath
temperature.
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General Construction

The interior layout of the low-temperature end of the cryostat should

be evident from the ensuing diagrams; the following brief description
should clarify any further important details.

The cryostat was desigmed with a view to making thermopower measurements

upon evaporated metal thin-fiIn samples deposited on glass substrates. The

manufacture of these thin-filrn samples will be described, together with the

measurements, in the second. part of this thesis. The heart of the cryostat

consists of a frame constructed from copper within which is accommodated the

sample together with all- the ancillaries, such as the sample heater and the

differential heater etc.

Connecting the frame to the stainfess-steel flange, which is at the

helium bath temperature, is a length of stainless-steel rod which serves

as a heat leak to the bath. The main sample heater is connected to the

frame at the top of this rod, the applicatj-on of electrical current to
which serves to maintain the entire frame assembly at a certain temperature

above the bath temperature. The heater consists of several turns of 449

enamelled manganin wire wound around a copper bobbin and attached between

the rod and the frame. flnis manganin wire has a resistance of on the

order of an ohm per cm. The differential heater at the far end of the sample

was a similar affair.

Completely surrounding the frame assembly, although not air-tightly,
is an inner can constructed from copper foi1. The purpose of this is to act

as a t'radiation shield", or more correctly a "conduction shield". The

presence of exchange gas in the cryostat provides the means by which heat

may flow from various parts of the frame assembly to other parts, and also

to the outer can which is at bath temperature. This means ttrat, when the

sample has been heated several degrees above bath ternperature, heat flows

could be sufficient to create considerable temperature differences of an

undesirable nature. An example will serve to illustrate the point. Suppose

the thermometers attached to the sample were not in very good thermal

contact with the samples. Heat ftowing from the sample, at temperature T,

say, across ttre imperfect connection between the thermometer and the sample,

thence through the thermometer and finally to the outer can via the exchange

gas, will create a temperature difference between the sample and the thermo-

meter. Ttris is of vital importance since we wish to know the temperature of

the sample at the point of contact between the thermometer and sample. The
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ioqer cm is ttrerroall; aonnected to the f:cane asse4bly b1r solderj.ng to a

f,lange with Woodf s lrletaln a Low meltingf-point soldet. :[hus t]re sarnple

shoqLd "see" a lafgre strrface at tlre sar.e temperature as itself :latiret th6rt

a surface at the battr temperature. The only temperature di.fferences then

should be those sreated by tbe differential heatert at Least they should

be corrsiderab,llr smaller than thel'would be wi:thout the inner cari.

lhe outer carr is :made otr bras,s and ts bglted to the flange at the ead

of the statnless steel trube, through wh,ictr wires pass and gas is prlqped

lnto or out of the cr3rostat. Six 68A steel bott€ err-d an O-ring madle fron
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ii)U"""nr"ment of the Sample Temperature Difference, AT.

The temperature difference across the sample was measured with carbon
resistance thermometers attached to the same points as were the manganin
reference leads used in the measurement of the potential difference, AV.

A well-known property of carbon is that, at low temperatures, the electrical
resistance is a very strong function of temperature, going ds R ru"*r *,
similar to germanium, which is used, suitahly doped, in corunercial thermo-
meters. The one major disadvantage of using earbon as a thermometer material
lies with changes in the resistance upon themal cycling between room and
liquid helium temperatures, the resistance usually increasing slightly after
each "run". In practice we found that the resistance increaseil by several
ohms at 4.2K after one thermal cycle and that it would remain constant for
severaL subseguent nms, after which it woul-d increase markedly once more,
usually rendering the thermometer useless unless calibrated again. The one

big advantage of carbon resistance thermometers is that they can easily and

cheaply be made to suit the purpose at hand. our thermometers were made

from 33 ohm "ohn-ite Little Devil" resistors ground flat on one side and

attached to "T"-shaped prates of copper with cigarette paper and G87031

varnish . 
,_

Bi-Cd soLder

C igarette paper

Wire

The thermometers thus constructed were placed in a "calibration cryostat'l
and their resistance vs. temperature characteristic determined up to 100K,
the limit of calibration for the standard commercial germanium thermometer
used as a "primary" standard.

/
eferenceR
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After calibration the thermometers were instalted in the experimental

cryostat. Manganin wires were used to make electrical connection to each

thermometer as these possess a high electrical resistance, and hence a high
thermal resistance, per unit length, thus impeding any heat flows into or
out of the thermometers via the leads. We wish the thermal resistance
between thermometer and sample to be as sma1l as possible and between thermo-

meter and the rest of the universe as large as possible so that the thermo-

meters are thermally I'anchored" to the sample. The resistances of the two

thermometers were determined by a standard 4-terminal technique, the sErme

current flowing through each resistor. The potential drop across each

resistor was sampled alternately, without and with a temperature difference
applied. llhe temperature difference was essentially then just ttre difference
in absolute temperatures at each thermometer, albeit determined in a more

sophisticated fashion than by merely subtracting absolute temperatures,

which l-atter was found to give rather large uncertainties unless temperature

differences on the order of degrees were employed, since the temperature

difference is the small difference between two large quantities. Although

the absolute temperatures may be found to, say 0.05 K, if a ternperature

difference of 0.2K is needed for resolution (e.9. in the thermopower of Pb)

this results in an uncertainty of 50% in Att

To take advantage of the sensitivity of carbon resistance thermometers

a means of measuring the voltage across the resistors down to lO UV was

required. This was achieved by feeding the voltage into the same nanovolt-
meter (Keithtey 148) used to measure the voltage across the sample. The

output of the nanovoltmeter was then fed into a digital voltmeter so that
the voltage could be accurately read to 10 UV. A system of peg switches

and rotary switch was employed to switch the sinqle nanovoltmeter between

the sample and the two thermometers.

Now, determining AT as the direct difference between the absolute
temperatures at each thermometer leads to the absolute uncertainty in AT

being the sum of the absolute uncertainties in the two temperatures, an

undesirable aspect of determining AT directly. While errors in plotting
the R vs. T data for the resistance thermometers do not unduly affect the

determination of T to any great extent (at least not for our purposes where

an uncertainty in T of 0.05K has very littl-e effect upon the final thermo-

power data points as plotted up on a graph), such an uncertainty has an

enormous effect upon AT, as mentioned previously. Clearly, some means of
reducing the effect of uncertainties in the R vs. T thermorneter data was

required. As the resistance of the thermometers was of necessity only
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determined at intervals of about 0.25 to 0.5K uncertainty in interpolation
between these calibration points leads to an uncertainty in finding the
absolute temperature between these points. rf the data could be made to fit
a straight line characteristic interpolation would then become more accurate.
Thj-s was achieved by first taking the natural logarithm of the ra\^r R vs. T

data and plotting a graph of lnR 
"". +. The stope of the tangent to this

curve at various points along the curie was next plotted as a function of f.
The resultant characteristic is more or less a straight l-ine over substantial
portions of temperature range. The theory behind this method is as follows:

'l
since I - "*n(i), at least over smarl ranges of temperature, we then have
InR - f, ana furthermore, d{fnn)/at}) - a, where a is a constant, or at least
a slowly varying function of T. Thus it can be seen that at each operation
we reduce the temperature-dependence of the curve j-.e. we "flatten', it out.

A graph of d(lnR) /d+d "=. +was drawn for each thermometer and the
temperature change for each thermometer upon the appLication of a temperature
difference to the sample is given as foLlows:

AlnR
T2Am-

0 , averageaverage

where d"rr.r.g. is the average value of d(rnn)/a(!r) between the initial and
final temperatures, for each thermometer. AT is then just the difference in
the temperature changes 6t at each end. rt can easily be shown that the B

uncertainty in Ar is proportional to the B uncertainty in T, whereas in the
determination of Ar ry the direct difference method the absolute uncertainty
in AT was proportional to the absolute uncertainty in T. The uncertainty has
thus been reduced considerably.

Graphs of R vs. T, lnR vs.
pages.

d(lnR) /d(+) may be seen on the following| "r.a

iii)u"a",,,rement of the Sample potential Difference, Av.

The emf produced by the sample under the influence of a temperature
difference AT was measured by placi.ng the sample in one arm of a thermocouple
circuit- As the reference arm of the thermocouple manganin alloy wires were
chosen. Although the use of a material such as Pb would have been preferable
from the point of view of its thermopower being accurately known, and also
that it has zero thermopower below 7.2K, for practical reasons it was not
done so; Pb wires tend to be fairly fragile and the relatively high thermal
conductance compared with the manganin which was available to us r^rere factors
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which helped decide against Pb in favour of manganin. As no low temperature
thermopower data for manganin were available at the time of performing the
measurements we determined the thermopower by calibrating against a pb wire
connected in place of the sarnple proper. Manganin was found to have a small,
positive and linear thermopowerf up to 11K. That the thermopower was sma1l
was a boon to us since uncertainties in the reference ftnanganin) thermopower
thus have only a slight effect upon the total measured thermopower. This
comes about because most of the uncertainty in determining thermopower by our
method creeps in via the Ar measurement, and so the uncertainty in thermopower
tends to be a constant percentage of the thermopower rather than a constant
absolute value. Thus the smalLer thermopower look 'more accurate,.

Inhomogeneities in the thermopower of manganin aLong its entire length
were checked by rubbing a piece of dry ice (so1id cor;T = 2ooK) arong the
wire and measuring the emf's produced across the ends, The maximum emfts
produced were t 2 UY, indicating a maximum local change in the thermopower
of about + 0.02 UV,/K.

The manganin reference leads were thermally anchored to the frame by
winding the leads around the frame members and seeuring in place with GE7O31

varnish. It should be pointed out that the rnanganin leads had been enamel-
coated to provide electricaL insulation.

The reference leads were soldered to the sample using Bi-Cd solder,
which is superconducting only below the temperature range of access to us.
A non-superconducting solder is necessary to prevent shorting out of the
sample below the solderrs transition temperature. The procedure for attactring
both the reference leads and the thermometers onto thin film samples will be
outli-ned in Part lIuo of this thesis.

The manganin reference leads were brought up the cryostat tube through
polythene tubing, direct contact between the walls and wires being avoided
this way. The reference leads were then connected to a peg switch rnade from
brass. A switch was necessary since our only nanovoltmeter (Keithley model
148) had to do duty measuring both AV and the voltage fron the AT thermometers
(see the wiring diagram for details). Because, at the peg switch, we have a

junction between two dissimilar metals viz. manganin and copper, it was

necessary to ensure that an isothermal environment was created here to
prevent spurious thermo-emf's occurring. lhis was achieved quite satisfactorily
by covering the switch area with wads of cotton hrool. In spite of this
precaution it was found that long term spurious voltages vrere present together
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with the AV signal. These were relatively constant in time and could be
followed on the chart recorder connected to the output of the nanovoltrneter
(Hewlett-Pacj<ard model 71OOB). These voltages are probably a result of the
temperature difference between the top of the cryostat and the bottom
(temperature difference of about 3OOK) acting upon inhomogeneities in the
manganin leads. while the maximum local- change in manganin thermopower was

only about 0.02 pV,/K these local changes could, for instance, all occur in
only one of the reference leads, giving possibly a substantial difference
between the thermopower of one reference lead and the other. The spurious
voltages were on the order of microvol-ts.

It should be mentioned that extreme care needs to be taken with earthing
of the Av circuit. rn an early experimental set-up the sample was connected
directly to the copper frame, which was in turn connected to the rest of the
cryostat, and earthed at the top. Measurement of the thermopower of pb this
way led to the transition step being an order of magnitude larger than it
actually ist The conclusion reached as a result of this state of affairs was
that unfavourable earth loops had been formed somewhere in the AV circuit.
Having the entire Av circuit above ground eliminated this effect. The only
earth connection r,tas between the nanovoltrneter input leads and the cryostat
case to electrically shield the manganin reference leads from stray
electrical dis turbances.

iV)Op"r.ting procedure and Test Checks

Ther thermopower was measured with a bath temperature of 4.2K and also
with a bath temperature of about 1.4K. The sample was heated to various
temperatures above the bath temperature and the thermopor^rer measured. overlap
of the thermopower data points in each temperature range was evidence that the
system was at least not malfunctioning. Ttre dependence, or rather lack of it,
of thermopo\^ter upon [T was likewise deemed a favourable sign. One factor
which does affect the rnagrritude of the thermopower is the pressure of helium
gas inside the cryostat. Too much or too little exchange gas could, under
certain circumstances, lead to the thermopower being incorrectly measured.
rn practice it was found that the presence of too much exchange gas was the
main problem. At the start of each rurl the thermopower at 4.2K was measured
as a function of gas pressure! A graph of s vs. -p was then protted and the
plateau re.gion (see beloro) was taken to be the correct operating point. Ttrat
the thermopohter of Pb when measured in this pressure region agrees with
published data is good evidence that the procedure was valid.
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:of course &* ga= ptlessure as, neasured at tjre room teupe,ratur.e end of
the cqVestat i.s not neoessanily :eeLated to the trresqure Et the low temperature
end ia an obvious mann€r, so Eetrl€ guantlty trru:o.Inrtional to the p_ressure at
the bottcm tt-as needed. [tue guantity c]roen was tfie ef,fective tsemal
fe*istiraee, beGveen the two thenmoffeters. Ehis is rnore or less tlie ratio
betr*een the neasuredl Ag anril Lhe heat J.aput to the Af heater, r2R, where r and

R are tlie heater irurreqt arrd resistartce regglec,tively,n Of, oourse tJris ie not
ttre therrnal reEistance- of ttre gas tn paralJ.el with the sample since, fo-r large
$.aa pf€.6i5ures (around 0.1 atusSrtre:re and above.) the thie:mronreters appear to
tleeotse irdetact-rgdt, in a thermal sense, fron the silrpile. As tlie gas pressqre
deereages the thermometers becone nore tfierrgally ^attached,' to tbe samtrlte .and
the rneasured theinnopoweF reaehes its correct vahre. ffie currre of S \r€. lt,
vlrere w is tfie effeetive therrmal resistanee betrce€n the tlrermoseters, has tlre
following shape:

at 4,?K
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Chapter Four

ANALYSIS OF DATA - GENERATIZED NORDHEIM-GORTER REI,ATION

4.L The Nordheim-Gorter Rule

In a conductor in which the scattering mechanisms are independent of

each other and the charge carriers are a single, homogeneous group e.9.

s-electrons etc. the Nordheim-Gorter Rule is used to predict how the thermo-

power changes from the value S. characteristic of the added inpurities e.g.
Fe in Au (Fe), to the value Sn characteristic of the host (due to dislocations

etc.). If the above conditions are satisfied rde can replace the sartple with
two scattering mechanisms by two hl4pothetical samples each with only one

mechanism operating.

+- Av., AT. -+ a-- A%, Arn +

W.rS,nn

W. and w' are the thermal resistances due to the added impurity and hostrrr
respectively, and W is the totaf thermal resistance. Throughout this
discussion "impurities" will refer to the added magrnetic atoms e.g. Ni, Fe

etc. while "host" will refer to all other sources of electron scattering.
When applying the Nordheim-Gorter Rule al1 the relevant quantities are

evaluated at the same temperature, The temperature gradient across the

sample is divided up according to the values of W. and Wn. The total thermo-

power is combined of the individual thermopowers due to each source as

follows:

AVr.
ATrr

. wi .cwh"iT- ''t'V

ff the scattering is elastic, the thermal resisteinces may be replaced by the

corresponding electrical resistances (resistivities for convenience since

the form factor 1/A is cornmon to both impurity and host)

W., S.rL

e=Av-total AT

Avi
AT.

a
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s = s. d.g + s. 9+ Equation (4.1)"total -i e ' "h g

where aflis the electrical resistivity due to the impurity, Pn i" that due to
the host and p is the total electrical resistivity,

P = aP* Pr,

Strictly speaking we should use the T,orer.z ratios appropriate for each tlpe
of scattering e.g. phonon, LSF etc. when converting from thermal to
electrical resistivities, but providing the scattering is predominantly

elastic, our sweeping assumption of the one, conmon Lorenz ratio should not
introduce an appreciable discrepancy. In practice this means that the

residual resistivity must dominate the scattering, a condition usually met

in experiment.

Re-writinq Equation (4.1), we obtain the Nordheim-Gorter Relation;

P*
= $, + ^ I

. ,oh-oirE
\

The total- thermopohrer is no\'v seen to be dependent, providing the host

characteristics do not alter as impurities are added to the alloy, only

upon the total resistivity. Thus by plotting a graph of Stot.I o=. I/8,
which should be a straight line, we can detennine the characteristic thermo-

power of the impurity in that particular host i.e. what the thermopower would

be if the impurities dominated the scattering. The impurities need not

dominate the scattering in order for us to be able to determine what it is.

The major drawback (from our point of view) of the Nordheim-Gorter Rule

as it stands is that the host resistivity must remain absolutely constant

upon the addition of impurities, a condition not always met in practice. To

enable us to cope with an experimental situation in which the host has a

varying resistivity fron sample to sample, the Nordheim-Gorter RuIe must

undergo a slight modification.
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4.2 Generalized Nordheim-Gorter Relation

The primary concern of this study is to elucidate the behaviour of the

thermopower of two LSF alloy systems; Rh(Fe) and Pt(Ni). In particular we

wish to determine whether the observed "giant" thermopower peak seen in Rh(Fe)

at low temperatures is due to electron diffusion or LsF drag. Our results
and a discussion on previously published nh(Fe) data will follow in sections
(4.4) and (4.3).

If the host resistivity was constant we could apply the Nordheim-Gorter

Rule as it stands and decide between the two effects; however, in our samples,

it is not and, besides, we deliberately aLter the residual resistivity of
some samples by rolling and annealing the wires to change the scattering to
see the effect upon the thermopower. If the observed peak is a diffusion
effect the change in the balance of scattering between host and impurity
should affect its magmitude and position; if it is a drag effect the change

in scattering should have little or no effect.

The following treatment is a slight modification of the method of
Kaiser et aL. (1980) who developed a modified form of the Nordheim-Gorter

ReLation to distinguish between diffusion and drag effects in Pd(Ni). Where

Kaiser et aL. used thermal resistivities in their method we shall use

electrical resistivities. For the temperatures of interest to us, and since

the residual resistivities domj-nate for both irnpurity and host scattering
in all our alloys, the method should give perfectly valid results.

Assuming that drag thermopower (including LSF drag) are negligible, or
at least the same in the host and alloys, tve c;rn re-arrErnge the Nordheim-

Gorter Relation and write,

S = Sn + (S. - Sh) AE
P

The total impurity resistivityAPis usually difficult to estimate' since the

impurity residual resistivity is not easy to separate out from the host

residual resistivity, but its temperature-dependent component Apa can be

estimated since the host resistivity is essentially constant (at least for
Rh) up to the peak temperature, 3K for ntr(Fe). We therefore take

AP, = P- P,
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where P, i= the residual resistivity of the alIoy, in our case actually the
resistivity at the lowest temperature of measurements, 1.3K, atthough the
d.ifference is not important for our purpose.

Now, the ternperature-dependent part of the impurity resistivity should,
at least in the dilute limit, be proportional to the residual resistivity of
the same. This is fairty reasonable since both the temperature-dependent
part aPs and the temperature-independent part (the residuar impurity
resistivity) aP, should both be proportional to the irnpurity concentration,
and therefore proportional to each other. We can write

.aP, = aaP,

where a is constant at some particuLar temperature. ap then becomes

^P= (r+a)aes

and the Nordheim-Gorter Relation becomes

s = sn + (.i - sh) (1 + alaP, ,/9

rf the peak is due to a diffusion mechanism a plot of s vs. o?s / p
should be a straight line (provided inter-impurity interactions are
neglected - or that inter-impurity interactions do not affect S., at higher
concentrations of impurity). The constant a need not be evaluated unless
St is required to be evaluated, in which case a can be estimated from a

perusal of the residual resistivities of a1I the a11oys.

The method is also independent of the geometrical paranneters used to
determine the resistivities, unlike the traditional Nordheim-Gorter Relation
where ttre resistivities must be used (or at best the resistance ratio
between room temperature and 1ow temperature). In practice we can get away

with using resistances, thus eliminating one source of uncertainty - that
due to determining I/A.

4.3 Review of Some Pr:blished Data on the Resistivity and Ttrermopower of pd(Ni),

a) Resistivity

In order to separate out the effects of I.SF upon the resistivity of
these a1loy systems we shall assume that Matthiessen's Rule (independent
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scattering probabilities for different scattering
state

AP(r) = P.rroy(r) -Pho=.(r)

where Ae(T) can be separated into two components

For Pd(Ni) atloys purwins et aL. (l':972) deduced a
extrlolat:-ng to zero RLr concentration the resistivity

tl

By fitting the data of Sarachik (1968) on Ir(Fe)
curve Kaiser and Doniach (1970) obtained T"ra:28K.

Ap(r) = APs (r) * APr.

APS (T) is the resistivity due to LSF and Ap, is the residual resistivity
due to non-magnetj-c scattering off the added impurities (potential
scattering) . For suffic5.ently dilute alloys \rre assume that the addition
of impurities does not significantly change the electron-phonon resistivity
and thus we may apply equation (4.2).

For alloys with LsF at irnpurity sites (such as these are taken to be)
we expect to see both the T2 and the linear T law in the impurity resistivity.
Fitting the experimental data to the universal LSF resistivity curve should
give us directly the value of T , for that particular alloy.

mechanisms) is valid and

Equation (4.2)

value of t", - 23K by

of Pd(R|rNi) alloys.

to the universal

The resistivity of Rh(Fe) was first measured at ]ow temperatures by
Coles (1964) who found that it decreased with decreasi-ng temperature, in
contrast to the opposite behaviour for Kondo alloys. The resistivity was

linear in temperature down to very low temperatures ind.icating that if tSF
are responsible for the temperature-dependence the T"f for nh(Fe) is very
low.

By fitting their resistivity measurements upon Rh(Fe) to the universal
curve Graebner et aL. (1975) deduced 

" T=f - 2K for 1ow concentrations of Fe.

Since T-- is inversely proportional to the local enhancement factor for theSI
a11oy the low value of t=f indicates a very large local enhancement for Rtr(Fe),
provided that LSF are responsible for the resistivity. Hence at higher
temperatures, where the LSF spectral density becomes blurred out, this effect
being si-gnificant for large o(, we should see the resistivity decrease below

the linear 1aw. A decrease is experimentally observed in the resistivity
results of coles, and Graebner et aL.
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rt is interesting to note that Graebner et aL. attribute the observation
that the total resistivity does not appear to be linear in Fe concentration
to the possible presence of inter-impurity interactions. They also
attribute the dependence of the value of t", upon Fe concentration to these
interactions- We shall show later on in this chapter that the dependence of
p/c upon c is due primarij-y to the residual resistivity not being proportional
to the nominal Fe concentration rather than being conpletely due to inter-
impurity interactions. Their nominal values of Fe concentration also do not
represent the actual Fe concentration and so Q,/c has no meaning under these
circumstanees. Our analysis of the thermpower of Rh(Fe) seems to indicate
that inter-impurity interactions do not affect the thermopower, at least not
in such a fashion as to cause deviations from the kind of behaviour to be

expected if interactions \rtere not present at all . To put it another way;

there is no evidence of inter-i-mpurity interactions in the thermopower data.
This is a rather odd turn of events since Rusby (Lg74l concluded that the
"interaction-free" lirnit for the resistivity of Rtr(Fe) lies below O.18 Fe,
evidence for inter-impurity interactions being found in the observation that
P/c was not independent of c. It might reasonably be expected that, since
thermopower is essentially a second-order scattering process, .rny interactions
affecting the resistivity (a first-order process) would manifest themselves
in quite definite deviati-ons from interaction-free behaviour.

Rusby fitted his Rh(Fe) resistivity data to the alternative LSF model
of Rivier and Zlatic (1972). Rivier and Zlatic term Rtr(Fe) a "Coles,,alloy,
after Coles (L964) who first discovered the resistivity behaviour of Rh(re).
Rivier and zlatic proposed a singre-band LSF model in which a singre,
homogeneous band of el-ectrons is assumed to be responsible for both
conduction and magnetic properties. They say that a single band is probably
a good representation of the electronic states in Rh (Kasuya 1956; also
Cheng and Higgins 1979). The value of t=f from this model is about l5K for
Rh(Fe). That it is different from that obtained from the Kaiser-Doniach
model is not too surprising since T"5 fro* the latter is that temperature
where the resistivity changes from T' to Linear in temperature whereas in
the former T^- occurs between the linear and the logarithmic region.ST
Rivier and Zlatic explain the decrease in resistivity below the linear 1aw

as a transition to scattering by a well-defined local moment hence the
appearance of a logarithnic term which they say is indicative of a target
with an internal strueture. The decrease below the linear law in the Kaiser-
Doniach approach is attributed to the blurring out of the LSF spectrum.
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Fischer (L974) also calculated the resistivity of I^SF alloys rising a

single-band model with variable potential scatteting. Fischerrs approach
is a generalization of Rivier and Zlaticrs model and the spin fluctuation
temperature T - is more or less the same as in the Rivier and zlaticst
approach.

b) Thermopower

"Giant" thennopowers have been observed at low temperatures in pd(Ni),
Ir(Fe) and Rh(Fe) a11oys. The variation of thermopower peak magnitude with
impurity concentration was taken to be evidence of an effect other than due

to electron diffusion by Kaiser (L976) especially since, at the concentrations
involved, the impurities could reasonably have been expected to dominate the
scattering and the thermopower thus be independent of impurity concentration,
barring interaction effects. To explain the peaks Kaiser proposed the LSF

drag theory already outlined in a previous chapter.

Tn Pd(Ni) a11oys the pure Pd used to make the alloys had a very low
residual resistivity (= 0.01 pCI.crn) so if it were assumed that this was also
the resistivity due to all extraneous scattering other than Ni in the alloys,
i-e- the host resistivity, then the Nordheim-Gorter Rule predicts that the
thermopower should be concentration-independent at the concentrations
employed in the alloys (up to I.672). The large increase in the thermopower
peaks could then be explained in terms of an effect other than due to
electron diffusion i.e. LSF drag (Foites and Schindler 1968, Schindler and
Coles f968).

The situation with Ir(Fe) alloys is similar: at Fe concentrations of
1.0 at.t the Fe night be expected to dominate the scattering (Touger and
Sarachik 1975).

Further evidence for the existence of LSF drag in pd(Ni) and Ir(Fe) was

found in the observation that the impurity thermopower (after subtracting
off the host thermopower) was linear in temperature aL 1ow temperatures, the
peaks occurred at about Trf *d the increase in peak magrritude with impurity
concentration was roughly in accordance with ISF drag predictions, non-
linearity with concentration beingr ascribed to inter-irnpurity interactions
at higher concentrations.
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Recourse to Fignrre (4.3) and Figure (a.4) will show that the residual
resistivities for Pd(Ni) and fr(Fe) used in these measurements suggest a
Iarge amount of extraneous scattering. The residual resistivities of the
Pd(Ni) samples of Schindler and Coles (1969) extrapolate at zero Ni
concentration to about O.n fln.cm, and not to the very low value of their
pure Pd samples.

Converting the measured resistivities of the Pd(Ni) samples used in
the thermopower measurements into thermal resistivities, since Lorenz ratio
data was available from other work on Pd(Ni) (schriempt et aL. Lg6g, Kaiser
L97I), Kaiser et at. (1980) used their modified Nordheim-Gorter Relation
(using thermal rather than the less-appropriate electrical resistivities)
to attempt to distingruish between diffusion and drag explanations for the
observed thermopower peaks. Ho\,{ever, due to the uncertainty in estimating
the value of the coefficients of the temperature-dependent part of the
resistivity, the data did not, by themselves, clearly distinguish between
diffusion and drag explanations.

The most conclusive proof of the diffusion origin of the peaks in Pd(Ni)
was provided by Kaiser et aL. when they considered how the peaks in Pd(NiPt)
decreased in magnitude upon the addition of increasing amounts of Pt (Caldwell
and Greig 1978). converting the resistivity data of Greig and Rowlands (lg74l
(on the same sanPles as used in the thermopo\^rer measurements) into thermal
resistivities, and plotting up the data according to their modified Nordheim-
Gorter Relation, Kaiser et aL. found excellent agreement with the diffusion
prediction for the peaks. That the reduction of the peaks upon addition of
Pt was not due to a change of the LSF spectrum (causing a decrease in Drag

tltermopower) was evid.ent from the observation by Greiq and Rowlands that the
coefficient of the spin fructuation resistivity remained unchanged,
indicating that the LSF spectrum was unaffected. by the added pt,

Althougrh the available thermopower and resistivity data on Ir(Fe) gave

good agreement with a diffusion exptanation for the thermopower peaks, the
possibility of inter-impurity interactions reducing a drag cornponent in the
thermopower at higher Fe concentrations could not be discounted and thus,
for the present data, the mechanism responsible for the thermopower of Ir(Fe)
is sti1l undecided. To clarify this state of affairs unequivocably a method

similar to that employed in the case of pd(Nipt) must be used. Essentially
a sample of constant impurity concentration (to elirninate changres in thermo-
power due to changes in possible inter-impurity interactions) must be

operated upon in some fashion as to change the balance of scattering from
irnpurity to some other scattering mechanism i.e. introduce extra scattering.
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The thermopower of Rtr(Fe) alloys has, up until the present, been a
source of some confusion, both in the interpretation of the mechanism

responsible for the observed "giant" thermopower at 1ow temperatures, in
the actual thermopower measurements themselves, i.e. the location of the
peak' and in the concentration-dependence of the peak magnitudes.

Coles (1964) measured the thermopower of a 0.5 at.B Fe Rh(Fe) alloy
and found the magnitude to increase as temperature was lowered. His data
suggest a giant negative peak below 1.5K. The later thermopower measurements

of Nagasawa (1968) on a 0.72 at.t Fe nh(Fe) a1loy suggest similar behaviour.
There is some doubt as to the reliability of Nagasawars results: the
sudden increase in thermopower as temperature is lowered just below about
7K suggests some contamination due to pb (T" of 7.2K) somewhere in the
measurement system at low tempenature. Sharp features in the thermopower
would not be expected if the thermopower was due to LSF.

The thermopoh/er data on ostensibly pure Rh (actually containing traces
of Fe) by Huntley (197f) showed a broad, negative peak at about 3K, presumably
attributabLe to the Fe (Figure (4.5) ) .

Graebner et aL. (1975) measured the pseudothermopower L.GT of various
Rh(Fe) samples, which measurements indicate a negative peak at about 3K

whose magnitude decreased with increasing impurity concentration (nigure (4.6) )

Graebner et aL. ascribe this decrease to inter-impurity interactions, since
these manifest themselves in the resistivity data, on the s€rme s€rmples, in
the form of a dependence of Ap/e upon c. Now, we have already stated that a

significant portion of the dependence of p/c upon c is due to errors in the
values of c, but taking account of this there remains a true dependence of
p/c upon c, especially in the ternperature dependent part of the resistivity
AP. We shall show shortly that the d.ecrease of peak rnagnitude with increasing
impurity concentration can largely be explained by the modified Nordheirn-

Gorter Relation as a diffusion mechanism weighted by extraneous scattering,
although inter-impurity interactions may wel-l have some effect.

An interesting feature of the thermoelectrie data of Graebner et aL. is
that the one comparison between S and L.GT indicates that S is about double
L.GT. Neglecting lattice conduction of heat, which at these temperatures
should be much less than that carried by the electrons, the thermopower S

is equal to LGT, as outlined earlier. Now, including contributions from
inelastic scattering, one finds that the Iorenz number for the alloy is
less than the classical valu. Lo. (see, for example, Kaiser (197r) where

the Lorenz number for spin fl"uctuation scattering in Pd(Ni) alloys was found
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to be about 0.45 Lo). It is thus rather surprising to find S actually
larqer than L GT - the discrepancy should be in the opposite direction.'o
If the lattice actually conducted as much heat as the electrons in this
particular al1oy then we would have a situation where S would be about

twice L GT. However this would require lattice conduction to be about
o

two orders of magnitude higher than in dilute Pd alloys (Fletcher and

Greig L967, Schroeder and Uher L977). Even in a 5t Pd-Ru alloy with a

residual resistivity more than twenty times larger than the alIoy of

Graebner et AL., Schroeder and Uher found S to be only about 14? larger

than L GT. We can assume that this is not ttre reason for the discrepancy.
o

Anticipating our results, we shall assume that Graebner et aL,ts LoGT data

is more nearly equal to S than their actual measurement of S, and shall

speculate no further as to the possible reasons for the discrepancy.

4.4 Results on Rh(Fe) Wire Samples

We measured the thermopower (and resistivity) of several Rh(Fe) wire

samples in order to clear up the previously mentioned problems concerning

the thermopower of Rh(Fe):

The ternperature of the peak has not been certain.
The concentration-dependence of the magmitude of the peaks is
apparently opposite to that observed in similar alloys.
Ttre mechanism responsible for the peaks could be either a

diffusion effect or a spin fluctuation drag effect.

Our measurements on alloys of different concentration and purity should

clarify 1) and 2), while measurements on alloys before and after annealing,

and rolling of the wires between hard-nickel rollers to alter the residual
resistivity, should clarify 3) unequivocably.

Most of the samples used in this study were prepared by Engelhard

Industries Ltd. and kindly supplied to us by R. Rusby (National Fhysical

Laboratory, U.K.). One additional sample (number 6 in Table 4.1) was

prepared by Johnson-Matthey Ltd. and supplied by G.K. White (C.S.I.R.O.,

Australia) .

Our measurementS on the resistivity of our samples may be seen on

Figure (4.7). Although most of these wires had already hacl their resistivity

measured by Rusby (L974) it was decided to measure the resistivities as a

check. It can be seen that our measurements do not extend to low enough

temperatures to be able to see the change to a T' dependence predicted (and

1)

2)

3)
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.9anpIe no. Q' (4n-"'l c (at. %) c deduced by Rusby Treatnent

1

ll

0.066

o.0gJ

0.004

0.004?

0.0o4

Stretched

2

?.

0.104

o.720

0.07

o.18

o.06

Rolled

3 o'.215 o.33 o.35

4

4l

o.223

o.798

0.4l

0.50 Ro]-Ied

0.400 o.56 0.58

6

6l

1.392

o.944

o.52

0.59 Annealed

Standard o.322 o.50 O.50 (Rusbyt s

standard also)

Table 4.1

Rh(Fe) sanples used 1n this stud5r, wlth thel-r

red-stivitl-es P; P l.J K and effectlve corrc-

-entratiotrs c (deduced from the raagnltude of
their temperature-dependent resistlvities) .

Prlned sa.nple nuubers J-ndi-cate the origlnal-

sanple bas undergoBe the treatnent speclfied.

Tbe deduced effective concentrations of kusby

are a] 60 given where aporopriate.
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seen by Graebner et aL. and Rusby). So we are unable to deduce the T", from

our measurements and lve will rely upon that deduced by Graebner et aL. i.e.
about 2K.

While the nodified N-G relation does not require the absolute inpurity
concentration it was decided to deduce the concentrations, or rather the

relative concentrations, as a further "handle". Rusby found that the Fe

concentrations differed from their nominal values, determined from the

actual amounts of Fe used in maki-ng the a1loys. It appears that not all the

Fe is dissolved in some instances. Following Rusbyrs method of comparing

the temperature-dependence of the resistivity with that of a standard sample

whose concentration is assumed to be known, we deduced the concentrations
reLative to a standard Rh(Fe) alloy whose "absolute" concentration was

assumed to be its nominal value of 0.5 at.8Fe. The results of this nethod

can be seen in Table (4.1) together with Rusby's concentrations for the same

samples where applicable, and the residual resistivities. Note that even

though the Fe concentrations are proportional to Ap. , the impurity
temperature-dependent resistivity between 1.3K (our lowest measurement

temperature) and 3K (the tenperature of the thermopower peaks), the quantity

Lpr/p used in the modified N-G relation is independent of L/A while using

c/p introduces a further uncertainty in the form of I/A which is necessary

to deduce the concentratj.on c. However, it was thought that knowledge of
the actual Fe concentrations would be useful if it became necessary to
comment upon any possible inter-impurity interactions if they were found to
be manifest in the thermopohrer.

Rusbyrs method involved plotting the resistivity of the unknown sample

at a particular temperature vs. the resistivity of the standard sample at the

concentrations of the unknown and stanilard samples. Our plots for typical
samples can be seen in Figmre (4.8).

The most interesting case is sample 2, whose deduced concentration is
considerably less than the nominal concentration of 0.5t. Electron microprobe

analysis of this sample showed concentrated pockets of undissolved Fe, so

results for this sample should be treateil with some caution. Most of the Fe

was contained in "holes" in the Rtr host of about 0.5U in diameter while the

remaining Fe was evenly distributed elsewhere throughout the host. Obviously

the effect of rolling this sample is to partially re-melt the metal and re-
distribute it in some measure thereby changing conditions, in particular the

concentration which shows thatmore Fe has gone into solution (sample 2').
This effect can also be seen in the other treated samples.
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Resistivity
Resistiv ify

'l+ Resistivity of r$

sfrandard samPte

Eigure (4.8)

Red.stivlty plots for two RIr(Fe) sanples (nos, J and

il fron tUe stopes of whlch the ratios of the concen-

-trati-ons were deternined., using the assurned concentra-

-tion of the stalCard sarnple, rlotted on the abscissa.

of sample 3 of samPle 5
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Another not less interesting phenomenon is the anomaly observed in the

resistivity of one of the lowest concentration samples, sanrple 1'. Why

stretching should have such an effect is at present still a mystery (Figure

(4.e) ).

The deduced concentrations of our "Rusby" samples agree with those

deduced by Rusby to within a few percent, and with the nominal concentration
of the Johnson-Matthey one.

Turning now to measurements upon the thermopower of our Rh(Fe) alloy
wires, our results are plotted up in Figmres (4.10) and (4.11). It is
clear from our data that the negative thermopo\rer peak occurs at about 3K

i.e. approximately T=r, in agreement with Huntley (1971) and the pseudothermo-

po\der data of Graebner et aL. (1975). It is also clear that the peak

magrnitudes are not unique functions of Fe concentrations but depend strongly
upon the amount of other scattering present in the alloy. Ttris argues

against the draq explanation for the thermopower.

Figure (4.L2) shows our thermopo\^rer and resistivity data plotted up

according to the modified Nordheim-corter Relation of Section (4.2). The

thermopower used is that at the peak i.e. at about 3K. Figure (4.12) shows

that our data are in good agreement with the modified Nordheim-Gorter

Relation, except for sample 2 in which, it will be recalled, there is a

substantial amount of Fe which does not appear to have been dissolved.
Especially, and in fact rnore importantly, the thermopower changes upon

rolling and annealing are in accordance with the predictions of the modified
Nordheim-Gorter Relation. It wou.ld have been more convincing had the

effective Fe concentrations not altered upon rolling and annealing' as then

any changes in thermopower due to changes in any inter-impurity interactions
could have been absolutely ruled out. However, the relative changes, except

for sample 2, are small and so it is reasonable to assume that such inter-
actions would not be e:rpected to produce changes on the order of those seen.

In any event, interactions would be unlikely to produce thermopower changes

which, by chance, just happen to agree with the predictions of the diffusion
explanation.

Ttre pseudothermopower data of Graebner et aL. are also in reasonable

agreement with the nodified Nordheim-Gorter Relation. It is fairly clear
that the decrease of L.GT with concentration found by Graebner et aL. is a

result of increasing extraneous scattering in their more concentrated alloys,

evidence for this assertion being found ln the excessive increase of residual
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resistivity in these alloys (Fignrre (4.f3) rather than inter-impurity
interactions, although these may account for the deviation from the rest
of the data points of their most concentrated alloy, nominally I at.*Fe
Figure (4.I2) shows that essentially all the nh(Fe) peak sizes are consistent
with a large diffusion thermopower S. which is red,uced in any alloy according
to the balance of Fe impurity and other scattering.

Now, in addition to reducing the peak size, an increase in host
resistivity would be expected. to alter its shape. From the following
it can be seen that whereas the impurity resistivity increases with
temperature, the host resistivity is essentially constant up to about
Hence at hiqher temperature Ap becomes a greater proportion of p and

Resistivity

figure

10K.

so, as

( = Impurity " Host )

Host Resistivity

a consequence' the thermopower is reduced less. This means that in alloys
where the host resistivity is large compared with the irnpurity resistivity
i.e. for the smaller thermopower peaks, these smaller peaks would be

broadened and shifted to a slightly higher temperature. That this effect
is visible in the data of Figures (4.I0) and (4.11) provides additional
support for the diffusion model.

Having thus estabLished that the peaks are a diffusion effect, we can

use the modified Nordheim-Gorter Relation to estimate the characteristic
thermopower S. of Fe in Rh, Whereas in the conventional Nordheim-Gorter
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Relation the cbarae-teristic ttrcrqropo.wer is Just Hre i,ntserceBt on ttte
thermopouer axisr with the nodified fonn the ctrnaracteristic thermopow.er

is debe,rmined frorn the sIo,;re of S vs. AP"/P. Ilenee th€r I'const?rt"rarmust

be detenmimecl at eactr ternp'eraturre i.e. p, must be clivitled up into an

inpuri.by eorponent Ag_ ana a host cocqlonent prr. {tre broken llne in
Figrure (4.13) sho-ns one plausible divis,i.on, but clear-l1r tlrere is some

uneertainty :tnvolved.- Xf we asflrIe *h b be malL (as lndicatecl by the

intercept in Figrr e .(4.I:2) r w€ ciul ttren calsul-ate S, frcrm the measui€d data.
llLre resulting S, is plotted as a broken curv€ in Fl-gure f4.10), this being
'the rnean rreslrlt using the thegmotrlowers of sanples 2, 3r 4 and 5 w.ittr the

largest the,nnopowers for ttre greatest accr: acy. Now while the peak

magpltuele l-s uncertain due to the rrncertainty irr the estirnatisn of, the
constant a frosr .Figure (4.13) , tlre sha;le and lo-cation of the peak are dueh

less deBendenl qtrron tlre value of a. lfe estimate the characterietic theno-
pohrer of Fe inpirities in nh to have a peah nagdrLt-ude of betrpeen -9 anil -15

ilVlK with a ne€rr of -Il UVy'K at a peak temperature of Q.7 10.3) K.
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Fi5ure (4.9)
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Fi 6rr:c: ( 4. 'l 0 )

Ti:c:'moirci'ier of I?h(Fe)

-:i1oy concentrr.tlons ur to Q.3t'/o.

-Ji tr the decuceci ch: racterirtic
therlcnol','er for Fe in Rh.
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( Tat'le 4. 1 ).
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Figure (L.1 1 )
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Fi6ure (4.12)
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PART II

THERMOPO!{ER AND RESTSTIVITY OF Pt(Ni)

Introduction

Dilute Pt(Ni) should be an alloy of the ISF t1pe. Pt has similar
electronic properties to Pd, being inmediately below it in the periodic
table. Therefore it is not unreasonable to expect similar behaviour in
both Pt(Ni) and Pd(Ni) the only difference being in a scaling of effects
in temperature and magnitude. Ttre resistivity, thermopower and magrnetic

susceptibility of Pd(Ni) have already been well studied (see Part I of
this thesis).

In ttris part of the thesis we will attempt to measure the resistivity
and thermopower of Pt(Ni), just as we have done in Part I with Rh(Fe) for
the same reasons viz. to elucidate thermopower effects and try to
distinguish between diffusion and drag effects if present.

Ttre resistivity of Pt(Ni) al1oys has been measured up to 4K (Macl<liet

et aL. 1970). They found the impurity resistivity to vary .r T2 linearly
with impurity concentration, as would be expected if Pt(Ni) was an LSF

al1oy. No deviation from T2 r.-s found indicating that Tsf t"= higher than

4K. We will estimate T=, for Pt(Ni) using measured values of host enhance-

ment and impurity susceptibility and then measure the resistivities of wire

and thin fiJ-m samples to determine Tsf experinentally.

1. Spin Fluctuation Temperature of Pt(Ni)

Recourse to Appendix I will show that the localized spin fluctuation
temperatur., T"f ,of dilute Pt(Ni) is on the order of 10OoK. Tttis is much

higher than that of Pd(Ni) alloys and as a result any effects due to the

localized spin fluctuations, LSF, would be expected to extend to higher

temperatures viz. thermopower peaks and the Tz part of the impurity
resistivity. Whether we aetually do see these depends upon other facLors

such as possible inter-impurity interactions, the "blurring out" of the LSF

spectrum, etc. It may not be easy to separate out the impurity behaviour

from other effects.
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Now, since we have ,rf I proportional to both 
+ S a"a oo where +:*

is a measure of local enhancement and co is a measure of host enhaneement,

we can see that the greater the host is to magnetic instability, the less

effect the impurity needs to have i.e. the smaller *" *", the greater is
the host to magnetic instability. Hence, Ni is not as magnetic in Pt as it
is in Pd and so any effects in the resistivity and thermopower are expected

to be of a smaller magnitude with a higher T=r, rrrtrich latter we have already

shown. Furthertnore, whereas Pd[Ni) becomes ferromagmetic at about 2 at .t Ni

concentration, Pt(Ni) would be expected to tolerate a much higher concentration

of Ni. This does indeed appear to be the case as Pt(Ni) with concentrations
of up to 9.4 at .t Ni do not display any of the usual sigrns of inter-impurity
interactions e.g. g dependent upon c, as woufd be the case if the alloy werec^
about to go ferromagnetic.

2. Resistivity of Pt(Ni) Wire Samples

Pure Pt, Pt(Ni) 2 at.s and Pt(Ni) 5 at .B wires of O.45 run diameter

were supplied by Professor Peter Schroeder of l4ichigan State University.
The resistivity of these wires was measured at liquid helium temperatures

in a cryostat desigmed by Dr Joe Trodahl of V.U.W,; the s€rme cryostat used

in the measurement of the resistivity of Rh(Fe) wires in Part I. lltre only

difference in the measurement of the Pt(Ni) wires was in the rnounting of the

wires. Because only short lengths were available, rather than winding
several cms around a bobbin, the wires were mounted as shown in the following
diagram:

BoLt

_.-- 
CoPPer Plate

I igarette papef and

Apiezon -N gnease

Wire sampte

Irvosiat base
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The pure Pt wire was annealed in 0, at 1200C for 6 hours to oxidize
any Fe impurities that might have been present. The 2t and 5* wires had

already been annealed at MSU in a high vacuum for 2 and 6 hours respectively
and allowed to slow cool.

From the results which may be seen on Graph (2.I1 it is clear that both

samples contained some impurity in addition to Ni. Subsequent analysis by

atomic absorption and XRF indicated that there was 0.23 at.8 Fe in the 2t
sample and 0.44 at.t Fe in the 5% one. No trace of !4n was found in either.
Co was not looked for. The magnitude of the "knee" in the 58 sample is about

what could be expected for that amount of Fe contamination (Loran et aL. L972).

The magnitud.e of the knee in the 28 sample is most puzzling. The residual
resistivity is also several times what could be expected of 28 Ni and 0.239

Fe. No satisfactory explanation has so far been forthcoming to explain this
unprecedented behaviour, for it is entirely absent in the 58 sanple. The

residual resistivity here is consistent with that expected for 5B Ni (I'lackliet
et aL. r97o).

The resistivity of pure Pt can be fitted to an Rr2 + BT5 law at low

temperatures below l5K. Above 15K the resistivity tends towards the linear
phonon contrilcution.

Thin Film Samples of Pt(Ni) - Resistivity and Thermopowe{

In order to study Pt(Ni) samples which were free of Fe contamination

and also to have some contt ol over characteristics such as residual
resistivity (for the purpose of applying the Nordheim-Gorter rule) it was

decided to manufacture samples of Pt(Ni) by thermal evaporation of Pt and

Ni onto glass substrates.

To measure the resistivity and thermopower of these evaporated thin
films it was necessary to construct cryostats to accommodate glass substrates.
The construction of the thermopower cryostat has already been described in a

previous chapter so it will not be repeated here. The only practical
difference between measuring the thermopower of wires and that of films is in
the mounting of the carbon resistance thermometers onto the sample. The

copper plates, upon which are glued the thermometers, are pJ-aced directly on

the film, as shown below, and held in place by phosphur-bronze spring clips.
No grease or varnish was used between film',and plate. This latter observation

is critical as the [V leads were soldered directly to the plates (rather than

attached to the filn itself). As the electrical and thermal resistanee of the

3.
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Graph (2.2)
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coPper plates is very much less than that of that portion of the film it
short circuits attaching the leads thus introduces negligible error into
the thermopower measurement. (No Ar drops across the plate .'. no AV

contribution from the copper-electrically the same as attaching ttre leads

directly and much more convenient).

Carbon lhermometer
soldered to

copper plate

S ubstrate

and fiLm

Method of attach-ing thermometers to the film

The resistivity cryostat was designed to accommodate two substrates
simultaneously. A standard 4-terninal measurement technique was employed

as previously. Current and voltage probes consisted of adjustable phosphor-

bronze strips cemented into a perspex block. "Dimples" r,rrere punched into
the ends to provide contact with the filrn. Differentlal expansion between

the glass substrates and the perspex, which has a considerable contraction
between room temperature and 4K, $ras prevented by screwing down the probe

assembly to the cryostat base, the screws being located near the AV probes

thus preventing the probes from coming closer together as the temperature

is lowered and introducing a relatively unknown systematic uncertainty into
the resistivity via the 1rlA ratio. This was found to work satisfactorily
between room temperature and liquid N, ternperature and was hence assumed to
also work down to tiguid He temperature. fhis i-s a reasonable assumption

since most of the contraction will have already taken place between room

temperature and liquid N, temperature. Perspex was used because of ease of
construction. In any case, all calculated contractions were found to
introduce smal1 errors j-n comparison with the uncertainty in the measurement

of the film thickness, which could only be deterrnined to about 10t.
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A GE6I91 Eennanium resistance tlrer.noneter was enpJ-oyed to neasure the
sarnple terrpatature bei:ween 1,.5 and 100K. This was fitted snugly into a hole
in clroe copper base of the cryos,tat with Apiezon-N ![re4ser lltre leads ltere

thermally anehored to the base with GE7O31 \rarnish. The sampJ.e temperatur€
(.and that of ttre base) was maintained by neans of a nichrone heater wound

around, ttre base.

lllre esserltj,a] difference betw,een the neas,qrement of, the resisti.vity of
wire-s and tbat of tbin f,ilns is in ttre attachnent of the, current and

potential lead-s. In ttre fonrer solderiRg dJ-:rcetly to a lengttr of wire
sanple was use-d; in the latter the probe.s made csntact by pnessure.

Soldering was tried lwoodrs rnetal) but tlris c,aused ttie fllm to f.ift off at
the point of solder contact. TirE* ttrlng to wateh out fo:l is to nake sure that
the potential probes,make coRtaet nith ttre f,ilm at points where ttrere is an

ev'en distr:ibution of equi.potentials ottrefiise ttre resistance and tfre

resistivitlr will not be related only via L/A.

ftle other: assrmptlsb was that tlie fi,l,n was at tbe sane temperature as

that measured by the tbe.:morneter. Provided tlrat the sarqlle current is
suff,iciently 1en* trst to: eause excessive Jou1e heating (LriiA was found to ba

the naxisrrJu that coutd,be used) r and ttrat the heats fron the cryostat base

has no path throrrEh the sutiatrate, tLr-is is a reasonable ass,r:rnption. llbis
ig ensured by keeping the gas pressure as 1or as possl.ble in ttre cryostat
and wittr the use oJ a nradlation stlieldn, lFhe srrbstrate is ftxed to the

base with Apiezon-N greaEe.
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4. Manufacture of Thin Films by the Thermal Evaporation Method

The Pt(Ni) alloy films used in this study were made by the thermal

evaporation of Pt and Ni simultaneously in a dual electron gun ultra high

vacuum system by Varian Associates. Pt and Ni were deposited simultaneously
onto cleaned glass substrates made from cut down microscope slides. The

slides were cut to a length of 6O nm and a width of 7.5 nun. The slides stere

about 1.5 mm thick.

The evaporation system interior was designed largely by Mr Peter Gilberd

and exact details will not be given here. Rather an outline of the procedure

ernployed and the principles involved should suffice to tell the story.

The heart of the system consists of two electron gnrns which generate a

beam of electrons which by means of magnetic focussing is caused to inpinge

upon a chunk of the metal to be evaporated sitting in a hearth. The kinetic
energy of the electrons is converted into heat and the metal is heated until
it begins to evaporate. The rate of evaporation is controlled by controlling
the bearn current and the deposited film thickness is monitored by means of an

oscillating quartz crystal microbalance. ("Sloan lO00 Evaporation Control

Units"). The frequency of oscillation of the crystal is determined, in this
case, by the amount of metal that is deposited on it in the form of additional
surface mass. The crystal is placed near the substrate and such that it is
perpendicular to the evaporating metal, which it "sees". The greater the

surface mass of metal deposited on the crystal, the lower the frequency of
oscillation. At a frequency of 5MHz a lHz change corresponds to a mass

increase of about I.8 x LO-B g/" 2. Taking into account such factors as the

density of evaporating metal- and the "tooling factor" - essentially a

geometrical factor which enables the amount of metal deposited on the

sr:bstrate to be determined from the amount of metal deposited on the crystal -
the filrn thickness and, when the system is duplicated for an impurity, the

concentration may be determined, usually to within 10 or 208.

As a means of getting several alloy concentrations at once the impurity
metal "beam" is interrupted by two steel wire meshes each of 508 transmission

factor superimposed upon each other in a way as to give transmission factors
of 50 and 258. By interposing this mesh arrangement between the impurity
hearth and the substrates, ensuring that each substrate sees only one mesh

portion, alloys of three concentrations could be made. In this case the

rates of evaporation of Pt and Ni were arranged to give alloys of 10, 5,2\4
and pure Pt, the pure Pt obtained by positioning the substrate in such a way

as it could not "see" the Ni hearth and the 10? altoy positioned so that it

was in the direct bean of Ni vaPour-
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The whole otreration talres pLace in an uLtra blgh vacuum of better tlran

1o-8 torn, maintainecl by an ion 5rurnp and a titaniun sublimation prhnp. Erre

system is first 'roughed" rrith a sorption tr)ump to remove inert Eases

es,Xlecial-J.y, such as arllon, whl"eh the otteen purnps cannot handle.
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Water cooling
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N
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P.reparatiglr of, Substrates

Qlass microscsBe slides cut to tlre alepropriate sl.ze were first cl.ea+ed

ttroror.rghly before being placed in the hi.gh vacuum system.

After cutting and ,smroo-thing the edges the slides were sorulibed with a

ve'ry mild abfasive povrde:r with water as lubricant. 'ftris served to polish the

sutrface, Then fot"Lowed a 15 nrinute wastr in approx. 50t HCI solution in an
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ultrasonic bath and finally a further wash in de-ionized water in the
ultrasonic bath. The substrates were dried in a vapour degreaser where

the vapours from boiling ethanol are allowed to condense onto the surface
of the substrates and in doing so rid the surface of any remainilg impurities
leaving a streak-free surface. After baking the substrates at LOOC for 15

minutes they were inunediatery placed in the vacuum system to prevent
contamination.

Preparation of the Films

Altogether three runs were required to produce films that were

satisfactory enough to be able to be neasured.

4.L The initial run

The substrates were placed upon a jig suspended above the two hearths
and the mesh. Prior to this 99.998t Ni wire (Koch-Light Laboratories) and

99-9992 Pt powder (Koch-Light Laboratories) were melted dovrn in the system
to form small globules of metal in the hearths. Pre-melting was necessary
to prevent spitting of ttre metal (which occurred most violently in the pre-
melting) when actually performing the evaporation. Of the 5 granunes of metal
sitting in ttre hearth at the beginning of the evaporation about 2 xo 3 grannes
was actually used in the evaporatj-on. Less Ni was used since the evaporation
rate was only a tenth that of pt.

rt was hoped to produce films of about 1500 to 20oo A thickness.
deposition rates onto the substrates were set at 10 A/sec for pt and I
for the Ni. Once the rates were achieved and stabilized the shutter
screening the substrates, but not the rate monitor crystals of course,
opened by means of an electromagnet to allow the evaporating metals to
onto the substrates. The evaporation rate is autornatically controlled
of a feedback 1-oop between the monitors and the electron g"un.

The

A/sec

was

deposit
by means

Unfortunately before the monitors had even indicated that l00o A had been
deposited the films began to disintegrate, As a result of this only two films
were subsequently able to be salvaged for measurement at low temperatures.
The other films, those that survived the evaporation, completely cracked up

upon contact with the atmosphere which was probably at a different temperature
thus causing the thermal shock (on the obviously weak films) to complete the
destruction-
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The alloy concentrations were calculated from the system geometry and

the mesh attenuation. For the purposes of applying the rnodified Nordheim-

Gorter rule the absolute concentrations were not required and it was felt
that those deduced from geometric considerations would suffice.

4.2 The second run

Acting on a suggestion by Professor David Beaglehole the substrates were

first pre-coated with a thin layer of chrornium, the idea being that Pt would

adhere to the Cr rather than the glass. Experimentally it is found that Pt
does stick rather well to Cr. About 45 A of Cr were deposited onto the
substrates by means of a resistance-heated Cr coated tungsten rod irnmediately
prior to the actual evaporation. The tlrrickness of the Cr was monitored with
the "alloy" monitor, account being taken of the different density of Cr when

naking the thickness determination. To check the actual thickness a pure Cr

film was made. Although with the method available at the time this could not
be done any more accurately than by the crystal monitor, low temperature

resistance measurement showed that the resistance of the Cr was about 1100 ohms,

or about 10O times that of the alloy films. The effect of the Cr layer upon

the measured electrical properties of the alloys is expected to be negligiJcle
as most of the conduction takes place in the Pt(Ni) rather than the Cr.

Likewise diffusion of Cr into the Pt is not expected to give any problems.

The evaporation then proceeded as before. The filrns \^rere successfully
made this time, thicknesses of about 1000 A being aimed for. The films still
did not take too kindly to heavy abuse such as being breathed upon!

4.3 The final run

A third run was also attempted as before to try to manufacture thicker
fihns. Filrns of nominally 2000 A were made although these were found to be

not as robust as the 1000 A ones. The higher concentration filrns (10t) were

the easiest to damage. fn this run the evaporation was stopped when the IOt
film started to flake away,

It is interesting to note that Belser and Hicklin (1959) reported no

ilifficulty with making Pt films. Their substrates $rere subjected to
temperatures of 500C in some cases r*ith no evidence of trouble such as

mechanical weakness. In view of this it was rather disappointing and

surprising to find such behaviour in our films.
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Redults

After manufacture the filns were placed in the resistivity and thermo-
power cryostats and their respective properties were measured at low
temperatures. As two films of each concentration were made simultaneously,
one went in the resistivity cryostat and the other in the thermopower cryostat.
The results of these measurements may be seen on Graphs (5.1, 5,2r 5.3). All
of the films appear to be free of Fe contamination since there is no trace of
the "knee" which appeared in the pt(Ni) wire resistivities earlier. This
objeet, at any rate, was achieved. However totar control of the alroy
concentration and residual resistivities was another matter.

The first thing noticed was the rather high residual resistivity of
most of the films. This can probahly be attributed to the premise that the
films are in a state of great strain even after annealing, which itself
created new problems. The following table shows the history of the films.
The film thicknesses were measured on a Varian "A-scopet'. This is an inter-
ferometric method of determining fiLn thicknesses. The ends of the filns
were first overcoated with Af to provide a reflective surface for the
operation. The path difference between the surface of the film and the
substrate surface inunediately next to the end of the film causes a "step" in
the interference fringes when the whole is illuminated with monochromatic
J-ight, in this case Na. The step height is directJ.y proportional to the
actual step caused by the end of the film and hence the filrn thickness can

be calculated, knowing the wavelength of the liqht.

Sample (nominal concentration)
in at.*

Thickness, n Annealing schedule and cosments

&

Pure Pt
2\%
5r

10?

350 + 50
600 I s0

not annealed
not annealed
Films destroyed
Filns destroyed

C\t

utL

Pure Pt
2\z
5A

10*

3so 3 so
600 + 50
800 + 70

800 1 50

not annealed
not annealed

Annealed in high vacuum for
15 mins at 400C

Annealed in high vacuum for
15 mins at 400C

af) Pure Pt
2\z
5t

10*

not measured
not measured
1800 + 100
not measured

not annealed
not annealed
not annealed
not annealed

Table (5.I) Pt(Ni) Film sanple History
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The thickness determination of the second run was assumed to be

representative of the others as nothing was altered between runs.

It can be seen from the graphs of the film resistivities that some odd

behaviour is taking place. Firstly, the temperature-dependent part of the

resistivity of the pure Pt films is substantially higher than that of the

wires. Also, we have the situation where the temperature-dependent

resistivity of some of the alloy films is less than that of Pt. Ttre

discrepancies cannot be accounted for by attributing them to inaccuracies
in the deternination of the filrn thickness so we are left with the

conclusion ttrat the resistivities and the measured resistances are not
directly rel-ated via the form factor I/A. In fact this is fairly obvious

in tl.e resistivities of the pure Pt and the 2%t films of the earliest run.
Here the film appeared to crack up as the Lemperature was raised from 4.2K

thus increasing the effective I and causing an increase in measured

resistance over that due to electronic behaviour alone. Plugging in the

measured value of L/A, d.etermined by simple measurement, gives an enormous

increase in what was initially taken to be the phonon resistivity.

It htas hoped that by assuming that the phonon resistivity had the same

slope in all fiLns, and that by normalizing all the resistances to give the

same high temperature slope, the low temperature resistivities could be

determined. By this means any inaccuracies in determining 1,/A would be

replaced by inaccuracies in measuring the high temperature slope which, in
general, involved a much smaller uncertainty- However in view of the

behaviour of the initial films it coul-d not be guaranteed that unpredictable
effects were not also occurring with the other films. In any case we still
do not know for certain the behaviour of Ni in Pt at higrher temperatures and

any such assumption might serve to obscure the inpurity effects, since it
would be necessary to subtract off the pure Pt resistivity from the alloy
resistivity to get the impurity contribution. Thus by assuming the high

temperature resistivity slopes were all the same we would lose any possibJ-e

contribution from the Ni.

In spite of the uncertainty in the magnitude of the resistivities at
Iow temperatures pure Pt at least could be fitted to an AT2 + BT5 term an]^ray,

the coefficients being about twice those for Pt wires, indicating a possible
error in L/A, although the high temperature coefficient of the linear phonon

component is not twice that of wire samples, tending thus to suggest that
indeed something odd is going on in these films.
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We conclude therefore that for these films the resi.stivities are at
best uncertain and the behaviour of Ni in Pt cannot be elucidated from these

data.

It is interesting to note the behaviour of the resistivity of the

annealed filns. These were annealed. in a vacuum of about 2 x IO-5 Torr
for 15 minutes at 400C and allowed to slow cool. From the shape of the low

temperature resistivity i.e. the resistance minimum, it is evident that a

transition to magnetic scattering has taken place. Any decrease in the

residual resistivity caused by annealing out lattice imperfections (grain

boundary scattering is probably the dominant scattering mechanism in these

films) has probably been counteracted in part by the increase in residual
resistivity due to the novr present nagnetic scattering. It is supposed that
the Ni impurities have migrated together under annealing and formed magrnetic

clusters. The information from these particular filns, though interesting,
do not enable us to proceed with our original intention of applying the

modified Nordheim-Gorter Rule to test the thermopowers as we do not have,

strictly speaking, LSF alloys of the "Coles" type.

It is also interesting to see the variation of filn thickness across

the sr.rbstrate jig in the UHV system. The pure Pt filrns are thinner than

the higher concentration ones. This is almost certainly due to the uneven

heating the Pt in the hearth due to poor positioning of the electron beam

thus heating the Pt globule predominantly from one side. Since the Pt is
an extended source, rather than a point source, variation in temperature

across the Pt is likely to give an uneven distribution of evaporated Pt from

fiLrn-to-film. The sigrnificance of this was not appreciated until after the

thicknesses had been measured, of necessity after the low temperature

measurements had been completed. The Ni globule appeared to be heated

fairly evenly and so we can expect that the Ni was deposited evenly across

the filns as a consequence, allowinq for geometric factors i.e. the inverse-
square variation of Ni vapour concentration with distance from the sounce.

Now, the Ni concentrations that were initialty hoped for depended upon the

correct amount of Pt being deposited onto the substrates; in most of the

films the amount of Pt is substantially less than the amount deduced from

the alloy monitor and so the relative amount of Ni is correspondingly greater.

Thus the Ni concentrations are probably up to twice as great as initially
calculated.
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Also of note is the scatter in the resistivity data as compared with
the resistivity data of wires. This is attributed to the comparatively

high resistance of the films as compared with the wires creating extra
thermally generated noise. The total change in the resistance "seen" by

the nanovoltmeter used to measure the sanple voltage is not, of course, in
the same ratio as the fiLm-to-wire resistances, but the increase is
caLculated to be sufficient to account for the extra noise seen on the filn
voltage and hence the scatter in the data. The higher resistance of the
films is of Iittle consequence when rnaking thermopower measurements since

there is already a high resistance (the manganin leads - approximately 200

ohms) in series with the sample and the slight extra resistance added by ttre
filns (about 10 ohms) causes no measurable change in the noise on the AV

signal.

In view of the confusing resistivity results any analysis using the
modified Nord.hein-Gorter Rule would probably yield meaningless information
and so was not even contemplated. The results of the two thermoporrrer

measurements upon a pure Pt film and a I0B alloy filn may be seen in Graph

(5.4) along with the results for two wires in Graph (5.5) for comparison.

That the thermopower of the wires are different from those of the films is
evident; unfortunately any definitive explanation is as yet lacking. Also,
the wire thermopowers are not in very good agreement with some previously
published data.

It could be argued that the difference beb^reen our film thermopowers

and our wire thermopowers arises from the balance of scattering between

phonons, surface scattering and imperfections. These effects in thin filns
are usually described by a "size effect" term. In the simplest case, the

difference between the resistivity of a wire and that of a thin film of the
same metal is that, in the latter, there exists an extra resistivity
component in the form of scattering off the film surface. The ratio of
resistivities of film to wire is called the size effect ter:rn. Actually we

should, strictly speaking, talk of the ratio of film to bulk sample

resistivities but the difference is unimportant for the purposes of our

discussion. Writing

p = pof (k)

where p is the film resi-stivity, Po is the bulk resistivity, fCk) the size
effect term and k is the ratio between the filn thickness and the bulk mean-

free-path. Inserting the film resistivity thus written into the Mott

Formula for diffusion thermopower, we get
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it aan be ,seen tlrat de[pnding upon how the ,slze cff,ect term v'a:ries with
eleetron €n€rgy, the filn thernopower could be qpeater or srualler than the

bu1k value.

CluaaEes in Ltrermopowet from ttre bull< value have been erperimentally
observed. Yu and teonard (L974) obeenred clranges in the room tenperatures

thenmopower of Cu ancl Ag fihrs which dlepe-nded upon ttre filn thiclcness and

state of aqneal. It is possibte that the effects of bulk, su:cf,ace and

fuUretfeetion scattering in our fifuns could be sotted out, but in view of
tlre nrreaRinEless rereistivity data and the lack of, nurnbers of films this was

aot attelpted. lltre clifferent thicknesses of the various films would nake

lnter,pretdtion of ttre ttrermoporrer a dj.fficul.t business in nlelc of, the manryt

variables j-nvolv.ed. Yu and Leonarcl feund that the tlre:rqropower due to
lnperf,ections [and possibly this couLd be extendbd to conrer imBrarities]

eras deBendent qtr)on filln thiqlmess.

The 10* filur does have a thermopower grea.ter than tha,t of, the pure Pt
film. Whetlrer this inc.nease is due tp- LSF eff,ects is not certain. At a
e€nc€ntration of 108 Ni the phorron drag the.:rmopower component ruay he

affected and as we do not have suffieient ttre:rmopower data to positively
veri-fy th-is i.t rrvould be unwise to €Lraw anlr eanclusions.
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Graph (5.5)
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Apcendix f

Spln Fluctuation Tennerature _r"r,jl-j!lxl ) .

itle wlIl estimate Tr' for dllute Pt(Xf) alloys by coupar{.ng the

those of Pd(Ni-) altoys, for whlch wequantlties + # &d €o wlth
lrnor T"r.

From Chapter One we have 
^

X =7x *. $,.
t';here the tern6 have been prerriously defined. writing a4 = X-ax
we get

AX (tr 4..T
for maIl c. Tn the linlt of vnni shing c

L,t-Tfr=ocgu')(u
Fron Kaiser (.l9?0) we have

(k.T..i'- .c $u #
vhere 4 - enlt'o (Lederer and Hills lgGB) where A is constant

and approxlna,tery the sane for both pd and pt. substltuting fran

we can write

EquatJ_on I

Equation I,
(k&i'= A (+{.

llow 'lhn = a.Toshere 7.
the densl.ty of 6tates. Eence,

(k,r,i= o G#

r\z-
-a^ l 

' oca

ls t.he susceptlbJ.Llty calculated fronr

*).*"
rf se assune that ae ls the aane for both pd and pt then (kBT6f)-l

depends only uDon +# and cf,o,

Fron Lederer and Milts (t969) we gejt

l,*
T tr = ll5 and 4,o = lo for Pd(Ni-)' and fron

l.lac,kllet et al. (1920) we get
I
I tt = t7- and ccc, = s/s for pt(Ni).

Thus we have Tr, for pt(![i) = 5o T", for pal(Ei-)

= lO00 K.
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coNcL,US,rON o IIIESTS

We have deVeloBed ,apparatus for rneasuring the thermopower anel

resistivi-ty of wi:re and. thin fiLn sq,m5lles at to,w temperairrres, We trave
measu:red the therropower and resistlvity of nh (Fe) wire eauqrles in order
to resolve discrepanci-es in previous rneasurements and to shorp ttrat the
sonrect extrrJ-anatioh for tlre observed ilgianEin peaks in the ttre-rmotrnwer
(.at a temtrleratune of about 3 K) is that they are a diffuslorr and not a
spin f,luctuatioa elrag effeet, whictr Latter had been postulatecl as a
trr,ossible e:q)lanation. Concluslve proof for tFe dtffirsion origin of tfre
peelks wae trrovided when we considpred how tXre thermoporrer chaaged upou ttie
change in ttre balance of eLectron scattering caused b1r rolling flat and by
annealing seve:ral samples.

?{e have rnanufactrrred severat thin film samples of Ft tNi) by tlre tJrenral
evaporation gretlrod, it being thought tha.t better control over ttre saryr1.esl
physieal characteristics (e.g. residual resistivity) could. be obtai,ned by
tltis ,mcthod. trlorre\rer, art presenin thie ig not the, sase dnd our intention
of ineasuliinE the the:mopower and resistivl,ty of pt(Ni) to see whether any
possibly occurriirg featrrres in the thernroBor*er due to ttre Ni iryurlties
could be {nteryreted as a diffusiorrr ,or e dtrag effect was not realised, the
hig&t host res'idual resistLviQ being f.ikej-y to obscure these features. our
tlreoretical e,stimate of T"U for Ft CNi) tnilieates that anlr effects in ttre
thenaoBorrer due to ttre iupudties are llkely to extend tc muctr higher
tempe,ratures tllan those seen in nh(fe),
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